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1. BACKGROUND  

1.1. Sui Northern Gas Pipelines Limited (the petitioner) is a public limited company, 

incorporated in Pakistan, and listed on the stock exchanges at Karachi, Lahore and 

Islamabad. The petitioner is operating in the provinces of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KPK), 

Punjab and Azad Jammu & Kashmir (AJ&K) under the license granted by the Oil & Gas 

Regulatory Authority. It is engaged in the business of construction and operation of gas 

transmission and distribution pipelines, sale of natural gas and sale of gas condensate 

(as a by-product). In pursuance of policy of Government of Pakistan (GoP), the 

petitioner is planning to enter into Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) transportation business 

by providing access to its pipeline network for supplying Re-gasified LNG (RLNG) to 

the end consumers. The petitioner has also planned to undertake a project for supply of 

Air-Mix LPG to industrial consumers in Kot Lakhpat area, Lahore.  

1.2. The petitioner filed a petition (the first petition) on December 13, 2012, under Section 

8(1) of the Oil & Gas Regulatory Authority Ordinance, 2002 (the Ordinance) and Rule 

4(2) of the Natural Gas Tariff Rules, 2002 (NGT Rules), for determination of its estimated 

revenue requirement for FY 2013-14 (the said year) at Rs. 285,073 million (the amounts 

have been rounded off to the nearest million here and elsewhere in this document), estimated 

operating income at Rs. 256,769 million, and revenue  shortfall at Rs. 28,304 million, 

translating  into an increase of Rs. 45.97 per MMBTU in the current average prescribed 

prices w.e.f. July 1, 2013. 

1.3. The petitioner submitted an amended petition on January 15, 2013 after incorporating 

Rs. 1,080 million estimated HR cost for establishment of new regions (Rs. 505.280 

million and Rs. 575.120 million for Phase-I and Phase-II respectively). Resultantly, the 

shortfall to meet the revised revenue requirement of Rs. 286,154 million has increased 

to Rs. 29,385 million for the said year. In order to meet this shortfall, an increase of Rs. 

47.73 per MMBTU in the average prescribed price has been requested by the petitioner 

effective July 01, 2013.  

1.4. The petitioner, in view of the latest trend of international oil prices during November, 

2012 to February, 2013, revised Rupee v/s US $ parity and revision of formula for 

fixation of Qadirpur wellhead gas price by the Federal Government, further submitted 

the amended petition (the petition) on March 11, 2013. Resultantly the shortfall has 

been increased to Rs. 33,144 million to meet the revised revenue requirement of Rs. 
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289,914 million for the said year, through increase in the average prescribed price by 

Rs. 53.83 per MMBTU with effect from 1st July, 2013.  

1.5. The petitioner‘s submission is summarized in the following statement of cost of service 

per MMBTU and compared with previous years: 

Table 1:   Comparison of Projected Cost of Service with Previous Years 

Units sold (BBTU) 558,175        587,893         615,679                  
Cost of gas sold 347.84           372.79           387.21                    
Transmission and distribution 24.69 26.40 43.24
UFG Disallowance (11.2)              (24.2)              (7.7)                          
Depreciation 14.81 19.76 23.38
Return on net average operating fixed 
assets 18.91             18.96             24.78                       
Other Operating income (6.87)              (10.82)            (7.29)                        
Cost of service / Prescribed price 388.15 402.89 463.59
Current average prescribed price 388.15 402.89 409.76
increase  requested in the average 
prescribed price (Rs/MMBTU). -                 -                  53.83                       

Rs. per MMBTU
FY 2011-12 

FRR
FY 2012-13 

RERR 
FY 2013-14      

The Petition for 
DERR

Particulars

 

1.6. The Authority admitted the petition for consideration, as a prima facie case for 

evaluation existed and was otherwise in order. 

1.7. A notice inviting interventions / comments on the petition from the consumers, general 

public and other interested / affected persons, was published in daily newspapers, 

namely: The News (combined) Dunya and Khabrain (combined), and Mashriq 

(Peshawar) on February 11, 2013. The Authority received three  applications to intervene 

in the proceedings from the following persons / entities : 

i) Consumer Awareness and Welfare Association. 

ii) The Network for Consumer Protection. 

iii) Mr. Mehmood Elahi, Engineer, Faisalabad.       

 

1.8. The Authority accepted all the above mentioned applications for interventions. 

1.9. A notice intimating the date, time and place of the public hearing, was published in the 

daily newspapers, namely: Daily Dawn (combined), Jang (combined) and Mashriq 

(Peshawar) on March 13, 2013.  
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2. Salient Features of the Petition 

2.1. Following submissions have been made in the petition: 

2.1.1. The petitioner has claimed annual return at the rate of 17.5% of the net fixed assets 

in operation, before corporate income tax, interest, mark-up and other charges on 

debt, in accordance with existing tariff regime and license condition No. 5.2. 

2.1.2. The petitioner has projected a gross addition of Rs. 54,903 million in the fixed 

assets and ex-depreciation addition of Rs. 40,508 million, resulting in projected 

increase in the net operating fixed assets from Rs. 92,806 million determined in 

RERR for FY 2012-13 to Rs. 133,314 million during the said year. The petitioner has 

further claimed that after adjustment of deferred credits, the net average operating 

fixed assets eligible for return works out to Rs. 87,182 million, and the required 

return to Rs. 15,257 million. 

2.1.3. The petitioner has projected the net operating revenues at Rs. 256,769 million, as 

detailed below (and compared with previous years):  

Table 2:   Comparison of Projected Operating Revenues with Previous Years 
Rs. in million

FY 2011-12 FY 2012-13 FY 2013-14

FRR RERR The Petition

Net sales at current prescribed price 216,653       236,859        252,279        15,420  7%
Rental & Service Charges 1,346           1,331            1,381             50          4%
Surcharge and Interest on arrears -                2,225            -                 (2,225)   -            
Amortization of deferred credit 2,257           2,159            2,414             255        12%
Other operating income 234               645                695                50          8%
Net Operating Revenues 220,490       243,219        256,769        31,331  13%

Increase / 
(Decrease) over 
RERR 2012-13 

Description

 
2.1.4. The petitioner has projected the net operating expenses at Rs. 274,657 million, as 

detailed below (and compared with previous years):  

Table 3:   Comparison of Projected Operating Expenses with Previous Years  
Rs. in million

FY 2011-12 FY 2012-13 FY 2013-14

FRR RERR
The 

Petition

Cost of gas 194,157     219,158      238,400     19,242  9%
Transmission and Distribution costs 10,736       12,375        23,761        11,386  92%
UFG disallowance above allowable limit (6,269)        (14,221)       (4,760)         9,461    -67%
Gas Internally Consumed (GIC) 2,094         2,813           2,356          (457)      -16%
Depreciation 8,265         11,617        14,396        2,779    24%
Other Charges including WPPF 953             333              503             170        51%

Net Operating Expenses 209,936     232,075      274,657     42,582  18%

Increase / 
(Decrease) over 

RERR
Description
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2.1.5. The petitioner has projected Weighted Average Cost of Gas (WACOG) for the said 

year at Rs. 351.75 per MMBTU, as against Rs. 331.15 per MMBTU provided in 

RERR for FY 2012-13. The petitioner has explained that cost of gas is linked with 

international prices of crude oil (Crude) and High Sulphur Fuel Oil (HSFO) per 

Gas Pricing Agreements (GPAs) executed between the producers and GoP. 

2.1.6. The petitioner has projected Unaccounted for Gas (UFG) at 9% (64,306 MMSCF), 

for the said year. The petitioner has, however, calculated UFG disallowance for the 

said year at 7%. 

2.1.7. The shortfall in the projected revenue requirement after achieving 17.5% return on 

average net operating fixed assets is estimated at Rs. 33,144 million, requiring an 

increase of Rs. 53.83 per MMBTU in the existing average prescribed price, as 

detailed below: 

Table 4:   Computation of Requested Increase in Average Prescribed Price 

A Net operating revenues 256,769             
B Less: Net operating expenses including WPPF 274,657             
C Shortfall/ (excess)                                   (A – B)    17,887               
D Return required @ 17.5% on net fixed assets in 

operation. 15,257               
E Total shortfall /(excess)  in the revenue 

requirement  (C + D) 33,144               
F Sales volume (BBTU) 615,679             

                   53.83 Increase in the existing average prescribed price 
(Rs./MMBTU) (E / F * 1000)

Description Rs. in million

 
3. Proceedings 

3.1. The Hearing 

3.2. A public hearing was held on April 03, 2013, at Lahore which was participated by the 

following:  

Petitioner: 

(i) Team led by Mr. Arif Hameed, Managing Director 

(ii) Legal counsel of the petitioner, Mr. Mirza Mehmood Ahmad. 

Interveners: 

(i) The Network for Consumer Protection. 

(ii) Legal counsel representing All Pakistan CNG Association.  

Participant: 
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(i) Mr. Qamar Raza, Shareholder. 

(ii) Mr. Aslam Chaudhary, Representative of Chamber of Commerce & 
Industry, Lahore. 

(iii) Mr. Muhammad Hanif Goraya, Consumer Rights Forum, Lahore, Pakistan. 

(iv) Mr. Atiq Fuzail, Consumer. 

(v) Mr. Muhammad Arif, Consumer. 

 
3.3. The list of representatives of the petitioner, general public/participants, who 

attended the public hearing at Lahore, is attached as appendix.  

3.4. The petitioner made submissions in detail with the help of multimedia presentation 

explaining the basis of its petition. The petitioner also responded to the comments, 

observations, objections, questions, and suggestions of the participants. The 

petitioner’s legal counsel, during the hearing proceedings, submitted the following 

points for consideration of the Authority: 

3.4.1. The Authority is mandated to determine tariff under the provision of section 7 of 

the Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority Ordinance, 2002 and Rule 17(2) of NGT 

Rule. Section 7 of Ordinance states that subject to policy guidelines, the Authority 

shall determine or approve tariff for regulated activities whose licences provide 

for such determination or such approval or where authorized by this Ordinance. 

The criteria for determination of tariff under section 7 has been provided in rule 17 

of the NGT Rules which in its relevant parts states as under: 

Rule 17 (1) 
 

 (c)  tariffs should include a mechanism to allow licensees a benefit from 
and penalties for failure to achieve, benchmarks set by the Authority 
through yardstick regulation for, inter-alia and without limiting the 
generality for such regulation, capacity utilization, operation and 
maintenance costs and unaccounted for natural gas; 

 

(d)  tariffs should be determined in a manner which promotes continued 
reasonable investment in equipment, facilities and research and 
development for qualitative and quantitative improvement in the 
provision of regulated activities; 

 

(h)  tariffs should generally be determined taking into account a rate of 
return as provided in the License, prudent operation and 
maintenance costs, depreciation, government levies and, if 
applicable, financial charges and cost of natural gas; 
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3.4.2. It is important to note that sub rule (2) of rule 17 of NGT Rules makes it incumbent 

on the Authority to strike, as much as possible, a balance amongst the criteria 

specified in sub-rule 1 in order to optimize the benefits to all persons likely to be 

affected by the Authority’s determination. This clearly means that the interest of 

the licensee i.e.; the petitioner is just as important a consideration in this regard as 

is the interest of the consumer or any other person.  

3.4.3. Under sub-section (2) of Section 7, the criteria for approving tariff also includes  

provision of reasonable return in order to attract investment for improving 

activities as well as encouragement and reward for efficiency. It shall also be 

prescribed in the rules and in the terms and conditions of each licence and shall, 

inter alia, include -  

(a) provision for the protection of users of regulated activities and consumers 

against monopolistic or oligopolistic pricing; 

(b) cost of research, development and capital investment programme; 

(c) provision of reasonable returns to attract investment of the quantitative and 

qualitative improvements of regulated activities; 

(d) encouragement and reward of efficiency; 

(e) sending of appropriate price signals regarding the relative abundance or 

scarcity of supply of such regulated activity; 

(f) minimizing economic distortions; and 

(g) keeping in view the costs of alternate or substitute sources of energy.  

 

3.4.4. It is evident from the Ordinance that the Authority is to play specific functions 

mentioned under Section 6 of the Ordinance which inter-alia include,: 

i. promoting and ensuring efficient practices 

ii. protection of stakeholders’ interests including consumers and licensee 

 

3.4.5. As regards determination of total revenue requirement, sub-section (6) of Section 8 

requires such determination to ensure that a licensee i.e. the petitioner achieves 

the rate of return provided in its License for natural gas. License Condition 5.2 
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Rate of Return and Tariff Determination: “…the Authority shall determine total 

revenue requirement of the Licensee to ensure it achieves 17.5 % return (before 

financial charges & tax) on the value of its average net fixed assets in operation for 

each financial year. For the purpose of calculating the above return the prevailing 

methodology and procedure shall continue to be in force unless the Authority may 

otherwise approve.”  

3.5. The substantive points made by the interveners, representatives of general public, 

and participants during hearings are summarized below: 

3.5.1. Petition has been filed with mala fide intention to extract money under the head of 

devising and developing new infrastructure for expansion of new offices, staff 

hiring etc. The petitioner, in the past, has been receiving billions of rupees on 

account of system rehabilitation, repair and maintenance and various UFG 

projects. No improvement, either in infrastructure or in customer facilitation, has 

however been made so far and no surveys or progress report has been made 

public. The petitioner request for increase in gas prices is therefore unjustified.  

3.5.2. UFG of the company is rising persistently and no concerted efforts have been 

made to curb this menace. Petitioner assertion that significant factors beyond its 

control have contributed to increase UFG is baseless and incorrect. Company has 

pathetically failed in curtailing the gas theft which constitutes up to 50% of total 

UFG and is very much under the management’s control.  

3.5.3. The regulator is required to maintain a process of open consultation with the 

experts and the licensee to set up the targets and keep the UFG within acceptable 

limits. Also, OGRA has been entrusted with the responsibility of safeguarding the 

interest of all stakeholders including the Federal Government (FG) and consumers 

who should be consulted during the process of revenue requirement 

determination. 

3.5.4. It has been stressed that Authority should seek expert opinion on the UFG targets 

and operating/non operating issues since the same has adverse impact on gas 

prices.  

3.5.5. Increase in end consumer tariff is unjustified and has been vehemently opposed. 

Company has proved to be inefficient in meeting the targets set by the Authority 
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in previous years. It has also failed to comply with the directions of the Authority 

in reducing its losses and improving its efficiencies. 

3.5.6. Provision for doubtful debts is increasing due to management inefficiencies and 

ineffective recovery mechanism. Petitioner needs a comprehensive policy along 

with concerted efforts in order to avoid further burdening the gas consumers on 

this account. The petitioner also needs to bring transparency in its operation.  

3.5.7. The gas utilities have never realized that it is basic right of consumer to be 

satisfied. The contract document provided by the gas companies at the time of 

new connection is not understandable. Consumer has right to choose, to be heard 

and to be appraised the performance of gas utilities, which should be incorporated 

in the agreement.  Also, no efforts are made for consumer education and 

awareness through brochures, etc for conservation of energy, progress and 

performance made and milestones achieved by the gas companies.  

3.5.8. Merciful situation presented by the company is not acceptable. SNGPL is an on-

going concern. It should manage its affairs professionally and political interference 

must be stopped. Also, FG is not the authority to intervene in company affairs 

including gas load management etc.  

3.5.9. Gas theft cases may be disclosed. Name & shame game must be initiated to build 

social pressure against the culprits and the innocent must not be blackmailed. 

Also, due process should be completed to identify discrepancies in meters and 

teams constituted by SNGPL to redress the consumer’s grievances must be 

empowered.  

3.5.10. Establishment of new offices in the districts and hiring of higher and lower 

management staff is unjustified viz a viz performance of the company. Petitioner 

network is more than 15 years old and its inefficiencies have brought it to a dismal 

stage.  

3.5.11. Increase in UFG is contributed due to increase in retail v/s bulk ratio while the 

network for retail consumer is increasing day by day despite the fact that gas 

supplies are dwindling. This plight is not only causing gas losses but also violation 

of license conditions. No existing consumer is satisfied over un-economical 

expansion made by the company. 
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3.5.12. Gas supply to CNG sector has been curtailed from 9% to 2%. The situation has 

resulted to collapse of entire CNG industry. Bulk consumer also has equal right to 

get gas. Also, load management has been challenged in the court.  2% increase in 

UFG target subject to continuous supply of gas may be allowed. 

3.5.13. Petitions must be decided in the light of analysis and detailed evaluation by the 

Authority. Excessive information from the general public erodes the quality of 

information and hampers to screen and filter the meaningful information. 

3.5.14. Country energy need is dependent on gas utilities which are meeting around 50% 

of its total requirement. This reliance on gas supplies has resulted into scarcity for 

all category of existing gas consumers. Alternate sources of energy must be 

explored in order to abridge the gas demand supply gap. In, Nepal, Bio gas is 

contributing significantly in energy mix, while compensating the demand of 

fertilizer to a major extent. Also, benefit of lower tariff must be eliminated for bulk 

consumers. 

3.5.15. Private shareholder on the Board of petitioner must resist undue political pressure 

and Govt. interference in the affairs of the company. Un-economical expansion of 

gas network, when gas supplies are dwindling, is just wastage of public money.  

3.5.16. Cost of supply of the petitioner is directly related to its business activity, which is 

driven by gas sale volume. During last couple of years, gas supply volume is 

either constant or gradually decreasing. Contrarily, petitioner has inducted 

thousands of employees including executives and subordinate staff. Also, salaries 

and perks of the employees have increased manifolds. Now the petitioner is 

seeking increase in gas price to recover this cost from consumers, which is 

unjustified and against the business ethics. The same therefore should not be 

allowed. 

3.5.17. Increase in cost of gas is not disputed since the same is beyond the control of 

petitioner. Increase in operating cost however have been vehemently opposed 

which is arising owing to inefficiencies, misdoings and lavish spending. Petitioner 

is neither improving the efficiency nor controlling its expenses, rather it is only 

burdening the consumers as this is the easiest way to cover its misappropriations. 

The petitioner must reduce its operating expenses in line with volume of gas sold 
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and should adopt judicious approach to utilize the official vehicles and its running 

cost thereof.  

3.5.18. Current UFG level of 10-11% is due to theft which is done in connivance with 

company executives and staff. Also, the company has no plan to minimize/control 

the losses through advanced monitoring technologies and installation of required 

equipments.    

3.5.19. Honorable Lahore High Court, Lahore has maintained the UFG level at 4.5%. 

Being not comfortable with the decision of the court, SNGPL has now resorted to a 

tricky plan of over billing of 3-4% to consumers which translates into collection of 

billion rupees each month from the consumers. This practice is unfair and unjust, 

it must be stopped immediately. 

3.5.20. Petitioner has applied a pressure factor approximately equivalent to 14-16 inches 

of water column (14-16” H2O) assuming that every consumer has tampered its 

meter regulator. Whereas meter regulator is property of SNGPL and no one except 

the staff of SNGPL can open/adjust it. Company is required to install tamper 

proof regulator and stop unfair practices of over billing.  

3.5.21. Supply lines on CNG stations should be separated from domestic network and 

remote monitoring of gas supply on /off system should be deployed on each CNG 

station. 

3.5.22. The technical executives of petitioner do not even have the pipeline network 

drawing/map and its details, and they are only wasting all the time for petty 

issues. This has created technical and engineering deficiency in the supervision 

and control of network and has also led to poor quality of workmanship resulting 

to UFG losses. Also, staff accountability is ignored in all departments, which is 

contributing to bad governance in all its departments.  

3.5.23. Tariff slabs have been increased from five to seven which has adversely impacted 

the consumers. Gas rates must be rationalized with respect to each slab. Also, in 

the absence of gas conservation policy, gas is being used carelessly and 

unconsciously by all consumers which will ultimately vanish away this scarce 

resource from the country.    
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3.5.24. Customer service centers established by the petitioner are inefficient and 

mismanaged. These are totally incapacitated to deliver the services to general 

consumers. Also, there is rampant corruption in petitioner’s offices with regard to 

new connection. Only the influential class has access to resolve their issues. 

Common consumer can’t even enter in the petitioner’s premises. This substandard 

and discriminatory practice should not continue any more.  

3.5.25. Cross subsidy mechanism provide no benefit, the same therefore should be 

eliminated. The prices of gas must be fixed keeping in view other alternate energy 

sources. Price differential in natural gas consumer prices must be eliminated. 

3.5.26. Most of the issues, raised by the participants of public hearing, are related to 

policy matters which fall under the domain of FG. The interveners at large 

agitated that their reservations/ suggestion on the policy aspects are not conveyed 

to the competent forums which must be done in true letter & spirit.  

3.5.27. HR cost and strength of gas utilities is increasing progressively without any cause 

and effect. Top management / BoD is selected by competent authority, resultantly 

BoD is not independent; and hence no improvement in SNGPL system is possible. 

Ultimately the bail out packages shall have to be approved for SNGPL to sustain, 

just like other organizations i.e; PIA, Pakistan Railway, etc. 

3.6. The Authority has carefully considered all the submissions and argument of the 

parties made in writing and verbally at the public hearings, and proceeds to make its 

determination. 

 

4. Authority’s Jurisdiction And Determination Process 

4.1.1. The Authority is obligated to determine the revenue requirement /prescribed 

prices of the petitioner in accordance with Section 8(1) and 8(2) of the Ordinance 

and License condition no. 5.2 of its integrated License. Section 8(1) of the 

Ordinance empowers the Authority to determine an estimate of the total revenue 

requirement of its licensees for a financial year, before its commencement, in 

accordance with the NGT Rules, and on that basis, advise the FG, the prescribed 

price of natural gas for each category of retail consumers.  
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4.1.2. GoP, pursuant to Section 8(3) of the Ordinance, is legally empowered to advise the 

Authority for notification in the official gazette, the minimum charges and sale 

price for each category of retail consumers, deciding in this process, the amount of 

Gas Development Surcharge as well as the extent of subsidy to be enjoyed or extra 

amount to be paid by various categories of consumers with respect to average cost 

of supply.  

4.1.3. The decisions issued by the Authority have always been strictly in accordance 

with the relevant provisions of Law. All the statutory requirements are firmly 

complied with before issuing any Order and in this whole process the Authority, 

very meticulously, ensures that public service utilities prosper in an efficient 

manner. The Authority, since its inception had issued all of its determinations, 

after going through the process of transparent public hearings, while balancing the 

interest of all stakeholders, including general public, gas utilities, industrial 

consumers, etc. It is mainly because of the effective regulation by OGRA that the 

petitioner has been able to consistently expand its business while extending its 

services to a large number of consumers on yearly basis. The checks and balances 

implemented by the Authority to improve the quality of service to consumers and 

bring efficiency in the overall management of the company have proved to be 

beneficial for the whole nation in measurable terms. 

4.1.4. The Authority observes with grave concern that despite extensive cooperation and 

prudent facilitation by OGRA in terms of providing necessary resources for all 

legitimate expenditures including system rehabilitation, expansion and 

advancement thereon, the petitioner is lacking to introduce efficient practices to 

minimize inefficiency in its system.  

4.1.5. In view of above, the Authority strongly feels that there is a dire need that the 

petitioner show dynamism and take vigilant and cautious decisions to improve its 

financial position as well as consumer service to make the company and its system 

work efficiently on the pattern of best international standards and benchmarks. 

Continuous rise in UFG and lack of quality services has brought the company to 

this brink otherwise the system in force has worked quite well within its 

parameters. 
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4.1.6. The Authority examines all applications and petitions in the light of relevant rules. 

Public notices are issued and all the stakeholders are provided full opportunity to 

intervene / comment upon the issues pertaining to determination of revenue 

requirement, in writing and at public hearings, which are duly taken into account. 

Further, GoP’s attention is specifically drawn to the pleas relating to policy 

matters for consideration, before deciding the retail prices for various categories of 

consumers. 

4.1.7. The operating revenues, operating expenses and changes in asset base are 

scrutinized in depth, keeping in view the FG socio economic agenda and policy 

advices, in accordance with Rule 17(j) of NGT Rules.  

5. Return to the Petitioner  

5.1.1. The Authority is obligated under Section 7(1) of the Ordinance, to determine or 

approve tariff for regulated activities whose licenses provide for such 

determination or such approval, or where authorized by this Ordinance, subject to 

policy guidelines. License Condition No. 5.2 of license granted to the petitioner, 

clearly states that the Authority shall determine total revenue requirement of the 

licensee to ensure that it achieves 17.5% return on its average net fixed assets in 

operation for each financial year, subject to the efficiency related benchmarks 

adjustments. The Authority, accordingly, has been determining the revenue 

requirement of the petitioner, providing the said return on net operating assets in 

accordance with the said provision of the Ordinance as well as the petitioner’s 

license.  

5.1.2. The Authority, may, however, in consultation with GoP and the licensee prescribe 

revised rate of return or a different basis for determination of return, pursuant to 

License Condition No. 5.3 of the license granted to the petitioner. The Authority 

had, therefore, developed a new tariff regime in the year 2005 through an 

independent international consultant M/s Economic Consulting Associates, 

which, in the course of legally mandatory consultation process, was forwarded to 

GoP for approval. 

5.1.3. The stakeholders, in various public hearings, as well as the gas utilities had also 

suggested OGRA to conduct a fresh comprehensive study through experts on this 

issue since the previous study is outdated and also obtain public opinion, so that 
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legal responsibility could be fulfilled, under section 6 (2) (t) of the OGRA 

Ordinance. The said section obligates the Authority to determine, in consultation 

with the FG and licensees for natural gas, a reasonable rate of return which may be 

earned by such licensee in undertaking of the regulated activities, keeping in view 

all the circumstances. 

5.1.4. In view of above, OGRA had initiated the process to review the findings of ECA 

study. In this regard, the views of all stakeholders including the FG were also 

solicited. The Authority observes that MP&NR was in favour of continuation of 

most part of the existing return on assets tariff regime. The Authority further notes 

that the subject tariff regime was proposed several years ago in 2005, however, 

owing to continuous evolution in regulatory practices and business dynamics, the 

same may need to be revisited/ reviewed. 

5.1.5. The Authority observes that, in the current financial year, Planning Commission 

has initiated a broad based task with respect to major reforms in the gas sector 

including a fresh study on tariff regime for gas utilities operating in Pakistan. A 

summary in this regard has also been submitted to seek approval of ECC of the 

Cabinet.  

5.1.6. In view of the above, the Authority is of strong view that till such time a new 

study for development of tariff regime, duly considering modern techniques and 

concepts of regulation as well changing dynamics in Pakistan, is instituted, the 

existing tariff regime shall continue in totality, without adjustments that may 

adversely affect the consumers at large. The Federal Govt. was also pretty much 

opting the continuity of same regime while forwarding its comments on the study 

of new tariff regime. 

 

6. Operating Fixed Assets 

6.1. Summary 

6.1.1. The petitioner has projected a gross addition of Rs. 54,903 million in the fixed 

assets and ex-depreciation addition of Rs. 40,508 million, resulting in projected 

increase in net operating fixed assets from Rs. 92,806 million per RERR for FY 

2012-13 to Rs. 133,314 million during the said year. After adjustment of deferred 
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credits, the net average operating fixed assets eligible for return are projected at 

Rs. 87,182 million, and the required return at Rs. 15,257 million, as under: 

Table 5:   Computation of Projected Return on Operating Fixed Assets 
Rs. in million

Description The Petition
Net operating fixed assets at beginning 92,806          
Addition During the Year 54,903          
Depreciation (14,395)         
Net Addition 40,508          
Net operating fixed assets at closing 133,314        

Sub Total 226,120        
Average net assets (A) 113,060        

Deferred credit at beginning 24,997          
Deferred credit at closing 26,760          

Sub Total 51,757          
Average deferred credit (B) 25,879          

Average net fixed assets (A-B) 87,182          
Return required 17.5%
Amount of return requested by the petitioner 15,257           

6.1.2. The details of projected deferred credits for the said year are compared with RERR 

for FY 2012-13 as under: 

Table 6:   Comparison of Projected Deferred Credits with previous Year 

Rs. in million
FY 2012-13 FY 2013-14

RERR The Petition

Balance as at July 01 22,656               24,997                

Addition during the year 4,500                  4,172                  

Sub-total 27,156               29,169                
Amortization for the year (2,159)                (2,414)                 
Un-amortized balance as at June 30 24,997               26,755                

Particulars

 

6.1.3. The Authority provisionally accepts estimated deferred credits opening balance at 

Rs. 24,997 million and closing balance at Rs. 26,755 million for the said year. 

6.1.4. Comparative analysis of projected additions in fixed assets with the previous 

years is as follows: 

Table 7:   Projected Addition in fixed assets compared with Previous Years 

FY 2011-12 FY 2012-13 FY 2013-14
FRR RERR The Petition

Transmission 712             -              31,197             31,197    -         
Compression 793             553             541                   (12)          -2%
Distribution Development 10,398        8,369          13,614             5,245      63%
Measuring & Regulating Assets -              2,917          6,316                3,399      117%
Plant, Machinery & Equipment 859             1,259          2,456                1,197      95%
Land & Building 257             -              318                   318         -         
Telecommunication -              -              
UFG assets -              -          
Land Acquisition Advance 243             -              -          -         
Intengible Assets 37.00          -              462                   462         -         

Net addition in asset base 13,299        13,098        54,903             41,805    319.17%

Rs. in million
Inc./(Dec.) Over 

RERR
Particulars
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6.1.5. The petitioner has provided further breakup of the above addition for the said 

year as under; 

Table 8:   Break up of addition in operating fixed assets 

Sr. No. Particulars Rs. in million
1        Land 318                    
2        Transmission mains 31,197               
3        Compression system & equipment 541                    
4        Distribution system mains 13,614               
5        Measuring & regulating assets 6,316                 
6        Intangible Assets (I.T related expenditures) 462                    

Sub-total 52,447               
7        Normal & Other Assets:-

7.1     Civil Construction 100                    
7.2     Telecommunication equipments                        16 
7.3     Plant & machinery                      338 
7.4     Tools & equipment                      144 
7.5     Assets for new regions                      964 
7.6     Motor vehicles                      300 
7.7     Construction equipment                      222 
7.8     Furniture & fixture                      109 
7.9     Office equipment                      100 

7.10   Computer hardware                      163 
2,456                 

54,903               Total Addition For FY 2013-14
                                            Sub-Total

 

6.2. Transmission 

6.2.1. The petitioner has projected Rs. 31,197 million on account of addition to 

transmission network during the said year, breakup of which is as follows: 
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Table 9:   Additions to Transmission Network  
TRANSMISSION

Phase -I Development of  Pipeline Infrastructure for 
Upcoming LNG Imports, Iran Gas & Anticipated 
Indigenous Supplies

1
42" x 84.20 km Transmission Loop Line
i) V/A  SV2-SV4   55.34 KM
ii) V/A SV 5- Qadirpur 28.86 Km

6,014                

2 Up-gradation of existing coating plant 600                   

3 Machinery, construction equipment, spares and capital 
items/camping facility

8,712                

4 SCADA 3                       
5 Equipment, tools and vehicles for transmission. 50                     

Sub-Total A 15,379              
Phase -II Development of  Pipeline Infrastructure for 
Upcoming LNG Imports, Iran Gas & Anticipated 
Indigenous Supplies

6
42`` X 69 Km Loop line
(i) Sawan- SV2     25.12 Km
(ii) QV2- AC1X      43.98 Km

4,858                

7 Additional Compression 15900 HP 2,265                

8 SCADA 5                       

9 Machinery, construction equipment, spares and capital 
items/camping facility

3,484                

10 Equipment, tools and vehicles for transmission 40                     

Sub- Total B 10,652              

Additional Northern Gases project
Augmentation of Existing Kohat-Dakhni-FC1-Gali 

11 Daudkhel-Mianwali 10' DIA 38 KM 301                   
12 Kohat - Dakhni 24" DIA 54.30 KM 1,600                
13 Dakhni-FC1 24" DIA 50.41 KM 1,517                
14 FC1-Gali 24" DIA 40.10 KM 1,268                

15 Misc Items & Civil works for Upgradation /Augmentation of 
Camp

50                     

16 Machinery & Equipment 200                   

17 Additional Compression  Equipment 162                   

18 Pipe Uplifting Cost 67                     
Sub- Total C 5,166                
Total A+B+C 31,197              

NO. DESCRIPTION Petition

 
 

6.2.2. The petitioner explained that it has planned a capital project by laying 42” dia, 153 

Km long pipeline in two phases during the said year, in order to develop pipeline 

infrastructure for upcoming RLNG imports, import of gas from Iran and 

anticipated indigenous supplies. In the first phase, it has projected to lay 84 Km 

loop line along existing Sawan - Qadirpur segment to receive 329 MMCFD 

additional gas at Sawan point by SSGCL through swap arrangement. Accordingly, 

the petitioner has estimated Rs. 15,204 million capital cost to complete the 1st phase 

in the shortest possible time.  In the 2nd phase, the petitioner has planned to lay 42” 

dia 69 Km transmission loop line to accept 709 MMCFD additional supply of gas 

from SSGCL and has estimated capital cost at Rs. 10,652 million comprising cost of 

pipeline and procurement of construction equipment & machinery.  

6.2.3. The petitioner has pleaded that GoP is aggressively pursuing gas import projects 

to pave the ever rising demand supply gap that is causing unrest and massive 

riots in the country. OGRA has also issued licenses to LNG/RLNG developers and 

has allocated network capacities in order to receive additional volume of gas in the 
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system. In this scenario, the petitioner has envisaged these projects for the said 

year in order to dovetail its arrangements with gas import projects which are 

under progress.  

6.2.4. The Authority observes that proposals for the above said project was put forward 

also in last petitions wherein petitioner had expressed strong sentiments to 

undertake and complete the said projects. The Authority also observes that FG has 

imposed GIDC to finance such giga projects in national interest.  

6.2.5. The Authority however observes that despite Cache Blanche approvals and 

financial support for such projects, the petitioner has made no progress to ensure 

additional gas supplies. A FG owned company to act as a Special Purpose Vehicle 

has also been established to complete such projects. The Authority observes that 

neither any investor has developed LNG terminal nor the petitioner has laid 

pipeline to extend the T&D network. Moreover, no project has reached financial 

close which is assumed to be a mature stage to kick start the project. This delay 

has contributed to the current energy crisis in the country. 

6.2.6. The Authority also observes that addition of gas in this aggravated situation is 

important in order to revitalize every sector particularly the industry & fertilizer. 

The Authority therefore in principle allows the capital expenditure under this 

head for the said year. Final adjustment under this head however will be 

considered at the time of total revenue requirement keeping in view the pace of 

work executed at that time and mode of finance arranged for the same. The 

Authority however is of the considered view that financing of such project should 

be met from the GIDC account which has been established exclusively for such 

purposes. Accordingly, this will not be added in rate base for return purposes 

since inclusion of the same in return base infact invites double treatment at the 

cost of consumers.    

6.2.7. The petitioner has projected Rs. 5,166 million for “Infrastructure Development 

Project” to receive 160 MMCFD additional gas from northern sources of the 

country which is likely to be available during said year. The petitioner has 

elaborated that it has planed to implement the said project which comprises 

construction of pipelines of various diameters, installations/relocation of online 

compression facilities and 24” inch dia 144.81 km pipeline for different segments 
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from Kohat-Dakhni- FC1- Gali and 10” dia 38 km Daudkhel - Mianwali pipeline 

for system augmentation. The petitioner has explained that existing network at 

this segment is already overloaded and is incapacitated to transmit further gas 

supplies expected from this area. The proposed capitalization shall facilitate to 

share the existing load and provide additional capacity to transmit additional gas 

supplies. 

6.2.8. The Authority observes that, on the basis of justification/information provided by 

petitioner and keeping in view the prevailing energy crises / gas shortage in the 

country, it has already conveyed approval of the project in principle under Section 

19(3)(xvii) of Natural Gas Regulatory Authority (Licensing) Rule, 2002.   

6.2.9. The Authority, therefore endorse its approval and allows Rs. 5,166 million for 

capital expenditure for the said year. 

6.3. Compression  

6.3.1. The petitioner has projected Rs. 541 million on account of compression during the 

said year. 

6.3.2. The petitioner has pleaded that compressor stations play primary role in 

transmission of gas to the upcountry consumption centers at adequate pressure 

and flows. In order to keep the same constant, compressor stations are installed 

along the transmission network at a specific distance. Currently, the company is 

operating 11 Nos. compressor stations based on Solar & Saturn compressor 

packages. The centaur compressor packages are of different models such as T-40, 

T-45, T-47 & T-50. As per manufacturer’s recommendations, overhauling of 

turbine engines of different models is essential requirement on regular basis. The 

petitioner therefore has requested Rs. 541 Million under this head for the said 

year. 

6.3.3. The Authority observes that overhauling of turbine engines is a mandatory 

operational requirement to ensure smooth functioning of the compressor packages 

for transmission of gas up to the consumer centers at adequate flow & pressure. 

Smooth operation of compressors reduces the breakdown frequency, maintenance 

cost and down time of machines. Also, it ensures reliable and sustained operation 

of compressor packages for maximum through put of gas to consumers. In view of 

above, overhauling of compressor packages is unavoidable keeping in view the 
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operational requirement. Historically, the petitioner has been spending around Rs. 

500 million annually on this score 

6.3.4. In view of above, the Authority allows Rs. 541 million under the head 

compression for the said year as demanded by the petitioner. 

6.4. Distribution Development 

6.4.1. The petitioner has projected an amount of Rs. 13,613 million for distribution 

development, breakup of which is as under: 

Table 10:   Detail of Additions to Distribution Development Assets 

Sr.# Description Rs. Million
1 Laying of Distribution Mains.                        10,414 
2 Laying of Distribution Mains at cost sharing basis                             984 

3
G.I. Pipe and fittings for new connections and rectification of old 
CMS.

                            205 

4 System Rehabilitation                             246 
5 UFG reduction project                             792 
6 LPG Air mix project                             697 
7 Cathodic Protection (C.P) system                             225 
8 Spares of meters and regulators                               50 

Total                        13,613  

6.4.2. These assets are discussed in detail as under:-  

(i) Laying of Distribution Mains 

6.4.3. The petitioner has projected Rs. 10,414 million for the development of 4,630 Km  

during said year out of which 4,035 Km to be laid in new towns & villages 

whereas 595 Km includes anomalies, rehabilitations etc. It has been observed by 

the Authority that country is passing through acute shortage of natural gas, 

therefore, in wake of non availability of gas all new development schemes are 

pended till the receipt of policy guideline from FG in the light of Para. 1 (II) and 

(III) of MP&NR’s letter dated October 4, 2011. However, 595 Km projected for 

anomalies etc; are allowed as part of normal distribution functions of the 

petitioner. The Authority further notes that per Km cost projected by the petitioner 

is at higher side. Therefore adding 40% cumulative on per Km cost for FY 2011-12 

the amount works out to Rs. 823 million for 595 Km.   

6.4.4. In view of above, the Authority allows Rs. 823 million for the said year.  
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(ii)  Laying of Distribution Mains at Cost Sharing Basis 

6.4.5. The petitioner has projected Rs. 984 million for laying of 370 km different dia 

pipelines ranging from 1” to 10” dia on the basis of cost sharing.   

6.4.6. The Authority observes that expenditure under this head comprises different 

works carried out through consumer contribution.  Accordingly, the assets built 

under this arrangement are part of capitalization however the same are not 

included for return purposes.  

6.4.7. In view of above, the Authority allows the expenditure at Rs. 984 million for 

laying of distribution mains at cost sharing basis for the said year. 

(iii)  G.I. Pipes & Fitting  

6.4.8. The petitioner has projected Rs. 205 million for provision of G.I. pipes and fittings 

to new consumers and rectification of old CMSs. The petitioner has argued that 

currently these pipes and fittings are provided by the consumers, which are sub-

standard resulting in gas leakages. 

6.4.9. The Authority appreciates the petitioner’s concern to save the scarce natural 

resource by eradicating the leakages which normally erupt owing to poor quality 

of pipes and workmanship. The Authority, however, is of the opinion that this 

direct cost should continue to be recovered/borne by the beneficiary/ consumer. 

The Authority, in view of above, disallows Rs. 205 million claimed by the 

petitioner for the said year. 

(iv) System Rehabilitation 

6.4.10. The petitioner has projected Rs. 246 million for the said year on account of 

Rehabilitation of the distribution system. The petitioner has argued that  

rehabilitation is regular feature of system maintenance for smooth operation; 

therefore cost on this account is unavoidable.  Further, system rehabilitation 

involves the maintenance of old system which controls gas losses and decreases 

the overall UFG of the system.  

6.4.11. The Authority, in view of technical & operational requirement, allows Rs. 246 

million under this head for the said year.  

(v) UFG Reduction Project 

6.4.12. The petitioner has projected Rs. 1,197 million for UFG reduction project for the 

said year as a part of Rs. 3,939 million already approved by the Authority. The 
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petitioner has allocated Rs. 792 million under the head “Distribution 

Development” and Rs. 405 million under the head “Measuring and Regulating 

Assets”. The petitioner has argued that expenditure under this head relates to 

UFG control activities which are undertaken aggressively keeping in view scarcity 

of gas and ever rising UFG. The petitioner has elaborated that it has chalked out a 

pilot project of industrial vigilance which has been successfully implemented in all 

designated regions. The progress of pilot project is regularly monitored by the 

UFG committee of the BoD. The petitioner further stated that current projection 

under this head is also part of UFG reduction project amounting to Rs. 5,856 

million which has already been approved by the Authority.  

6.4.13. The Authority observes that it has always appreciated UFG related activities in 

order to eradicate loss of natural gas. In the current episode of energy shortage, 

each and every molecule of natural gas bears premium value. The Authority 

therefore stressed to undertake concerted efforts and reduce UFG by controlling 

theft, which is major part of UFG and very much under the control of petitioner.  

6.4.14. In view of above, the Authority allows capital addition of Rs. 1,197 million on 

account of UFG reduction project for the said year.      

(vi) LPG Air-Mix Project 

6.4.15. The petitioner has projected asset addition of Rs. 697 million in respect of supply 

of LPG Air-Mix. The petitioner has explained that it intends to supply piped LPG 

Air-Mix to industrial estate, Kot Lakhpat, as a pilot project The petitioner has 

pleaded that acute shortage of gas prevailing in the country can be minimized 

through import of gas, coal gasification or supply of piped LPG Air-Mix. The 

petitioner has argued that by exercising the option of supply of LPG Air-Mix 

through pipelines, the problem of gas shortage can be minimized to some extant in 

shortest possible time. For the said project, the petitioner has planned installation 

of LPG storage tanks, procurement of fire fighting system, civil work, acquisition 

of land, purchase of LPG bowzers and gas generators etc. 

6.4.16. The Authority observes that the same project with same amount and components 

was projected by the petitioner in ERR FY 2012-13. The Authority disallowed the 

project on the basis that operational modalities in respect of supply of piped Air-

mix LPG have not been finalized.  The Authority notes that Economic 
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Coordination Committee of the Cabinet (ECC) in its meeting held on 03.07.2012 

has decided that only those projects of the supply of piped Air-mix LPG will be set 

up which are approved by it. The project of supply of piped Air-mix LPG to 

industrial estate, Kot Lakhpat has not yet been approved by the ECC. The 

Authority further observes that the issues like consideration of Air-Mix LPG as 

regulated activity, permissibility of expenditure of such projects in normal 

revenue requirement of the petitioner, monthly notification of WACOG bearing 

the cost of Air-Mix LPG etc. have not yet been finalized by the Federal 

Government. Therefore, expenditure claimed for the said project at this stage is 

quite premature.  

6.4.17. Further, the Authority observes that FG has established a fund through imposition 

of GIDC on gas consumers in order to undertake such projects to increase the gas 

supplies. This capital expenditure therefore should be met from the said fund or 

borne by the dedicated consumers.       

6.4.18. The Authority, in view of above, disallows Rs. 697 million on this account for the 

said year. 

(vii) Remaining items of Distribution Development 

6.4.19. The petitioner, in respect of remaining items in the table no. 7 and 8 above, has 

projected Rs. 275 million during the said year for regular operational 

requirements, normal up-gradation, efficiency improvement, UFG control 

activities and cathodic protection of pipelines. 

6.4.20. The Authority observes that expenditures projected under these heads are 

unavoidable since this investment is essentially required to maintain the system 

and curb the menace of continuously increasing UFG. Therefore, the Authority 

allows the projected amount of Rs. 275 million for the said year. 

6.4.21. In view of above, the Authority allows the expenditure under distribution 

development at Rs. 3,120 million for the said year. 

 

(viii) Measuring and Regulating Assets 

6.4.22. The petitioner has projected Rs. 6,316 million on account of addition of Measuring 

and Regulating Assets. The petitioner has provided the break up as under:- 
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Table 11:   Detail of Additions to Measuring and Regulating Assets 

Sr.# Description Rs. Million
9 New Connections                          3,612 

10 Replacement of defective / undersized / 16 year old  meters                          1,168 

11
Construction of SMSs for new towns/ modification/up-grading of 
SMS

                            250 

12 Construction of  TBSs and DRRs                             459 
13 UFG reduction (installation of EVC)                             405 
14 Part of Regular Assets                             422 

Total                          6,316  

6.4.23. These assets are discussed in detail as under:-  

(ix) Installation of New Connections 

6.4.24. The petitioner has projected Rs. 3,612 million for 304,400 new gas connections for 

the said year.  

6.4.25. The Authority observes that in wake of severe gas shortfall and number of 

connections provided in the past years, 250,000 connections are provisionally 

allowed. It has been further observed that petitioner has over estimated the 

projected amount while in RERR FY 2012-13 petitions, SNGPL projected Rs. 3,623 

million for 400,000 connections. Therefore, adding 10% inflation on FY 2012-13 

projections, the amount works out to be Rs. 2,492 million for 250,000 connections 

and same is being allowed for the said year.  

(x) Replacement of Meters 

6.4.26. The petitioner has projected Rs. 1,168 million on account of replacement of meters 

for the said year. The comparison of projected expenditure with previous years on 

this account is shown in table below: 

Table 12:   Year wise cost comparison of Replacement of Meters 

Rs. in million

FY 2011-12 FY 2012-13 FY 2013-14

FRR RERR The Petition

Replacement of Meters 856                 1,112                  1,168                  

Particulars

 

6.4.27. The petitioner has argued that undersized and over 16 years old meters have 

become defective / sticky with the passage of time, to display the correct reading. 

Replacement of the same is therefore essential since it is contributing to UFG on 

account of meter reading errors. The petitioner further elaborated that 

replacement of meters is routine job and is also very helpful in minimizing the 
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measuring errors. Continuous replacement of defective / under sized, sticky 

meters plays very vital role in arresting the increasing trend of UFG.  

6.4.28. The Authority observes that petitioner has undertaken vigorous efforts and is 

incurring heavy expenditure on the said activity to control the menace of UFG. 

The Authority appreciates the efforts of the petitioner for controlling the ever 

increasing UFG and thus minimizing the national loss.  The Authority, therefore, 

allows Rs. 1,168 million as projected by the petitioner for said year, considering 

the importance of UFG issue. 

(xi) Construction of SMSs 

6.4.29. The petitioner has projected Rs. 250 million for construction of SMSs during the 

said year. The petitioner has explained that construction of SMSs is essentially 

required for measurement of natural gas injected from the transmission system to 

the distribution system. The petitioner has informed that this amount includes the 

construction of new SMSs for new towns as well as modification / up-gradation of 

existing SMSs, being operational requirement. 

6.4.30. The Authority, keeping in view the pace of network expansion and operational 

requirement, considers the projected expenditure and allows Rs. 250 million for 

the said year.  

(xii) Construction of TBS and DRS 

6.4.31. The petitioner has projected Rs. 459 million for TBS/DRS for the said year as 

compared to Rs. 256 million per RERR FY 2012-13 (i.e.79%increase).   

6.4.32. The Authority observes that petitioner’s capacity to undertake capitalization 

under this head during last many years remained less than Rs. 300 million. In last 

completed FY 2011-12, it has undertaken the projects amounting to Rs. 263 million. 

In FY 2009-10 & FY 2010-11, actual expenditures were reported at Rs. 58 million 

and Rs. 178 million respectively. This trend shows that petitioner has grossly 

exaggerated the estimated expenses under this head for the said year which shall 

burden the consumers.  

6.4.33. In view of above, the Authority allows Rs. 318 million for the said year on this 

account i.e. by giving yearly 10% cumulative increase over FY 2011-12 to cater for 

the impact of hike in price and other over heads. 
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(xiii) UFG Reduction (Installation of EVCs)  
 

6.4.34. In view of discussion above at Para. 6.4.14 to 6.4.16 above, the Authority allows 

the projected expenditure of Rs. 405 Million under this head for the said year. 

(xiv) Parts of Regular Assets  

6.4.35. The petitioner has projected Rs. 422 million on account of parts of regular assets 

and pleaded that same is unavoidable as they are frequently used for smooth 

operation of the system. 

6.4.36. In view of justification advance by the petitioner, the Authority accepts the 

estimated expenditure under this head for the said year.    

6.4.37. In view of above, the Authority allows the expenditures under Measuring & 

Regulating Assets at Rs. 5,055 million for the said year. 

6.5. Plant, Machinery & Equipment and other Assets 

6.5.1. The petitioner has projected additions of Rs. 2,456 million on account of “Plant, 

Machinery & Equipment and Other Assets” for the said year, break-up of which is 

as follows: 

     Table 13:   Detail of Additions to Plant, Machinery & Equipment and Other Assets 

S. # Description Rs. Million
i Civil Construction                   100 
ii Telecommunication Equipments                    16 
iii Plant & Machinery                  338 
iv Tools & Equipment                  144 
v Assests for New Regions                  964 
vi Motor Vehicles                  300 
vii Construction Equipment                  222 
viii Furniture & Fixture                  109 
ix Office Equipment                  100 
x Computer Hardware                  163 

Total 2,456  

i. Civil Construction 

6.5.2. The petitioner has projected Rs. 100 million under the head “Civil Construction” 

for the said year. The petitioner has explained that said expenditure has been 

projected to meet contingencies and misc. requirement which are unforeseen. The 

Authority, keeping in view the historical trend as well petitioner’s capacity to 

undertake capitalization  provisionally allows Rs. 50 million (50% of projected 

expenditure) on this account subject to actualization at the time of FRR for the 

said year.  
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ii. Telecommunication Equipment 

6.5.3. The petitioner has projected Rs. 16 million on account of “Telecommunication 

Equipments” for the said year. The petitioner has projected the said amount for 

procurement of different communication equipments including short range data 

radio link along-with dual-polarized Voice Over IP (VOIP) gateway pair, UPS & 

installation accessories, converters, wireless access points, etc. The petitioner has 

pleaded that expenses under this head are essentially required for smooth 

operation of its microwave system, etc. 

6.5.4. The Authority observes that an advanced and reliable telecommunication system 

is essential for effective control and security of transmission system, therefore 

allows Rs. 16 million on this account for the said year as projected by the 

petitioner.     

iii. Plant and Machinery 

6.5.5. The petitioner has projected Rs. 338 million on account of “Plant and Machinery” 

for the said year. The petitioner has explained that it has allocated Rs. 25 million 

for transmission, Rs. 206 million for distribution and Rs. 107 million for power 

plant respectively.    

6.5.6. The petitioner has explained that expenditure under the sub- head “Transmission“ 

mainly includes procurement of hot taping machines along-with accessories.  The 

Authority observes that the said equipment is required for normal transmission 

operation of the petitioner, therefore allows Rs. 25 million for the said year. 

6.5.7. Under the sub-head “Distribution”, the petitioner has explained that Rs. 206 

million has been allocated for procurement of different types of equipments like 

drilling and stoppling machines, grease guns, CO2 gas cylinders etc; in order to 

meet day to day requirements of their respective areas of operation. The petitioner 

has further elaborated that Distribution system is now controlled by two SGM (D) 

of South and North. Previously, the entire network was administered through 

Head office by a single SGM. 

6.5.8. The Authority observes that projection of such unprecedented expenditure and 

creation of additional posts with out any differential advantage is not justified.  

The Authority, therefore, on the basis of historical trend and detailed analysis, 
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allows Rs. 157 million under the sub-head distribution as against Rs. 206 million 

claimed by the petitioner for the said year  

6.5.9. The petitioner has projected Rs. 107 million in respect of generator sets under the 

sub-head Power Plant and equipment. The petitioner has pleaded that in view of 

extended electricity load shedding, normal operation and customer services for 

valued customers have been suffered. In order to cope up with the problem of 

electricity, it has projected the expenditure for procurement of generator sets 

during the said year. 

6.5.10. The Authority observes that power generator sets as alternate backup, is essential 

requirement in the wake of severe energy shortfall/crisis. The Authority however 

observes that extensive procurement of capital assets in one year is not logical. 

The Authority therefore allows 50% of the projected amount i.e. Rs. 54 million for 

the said year as against Rs. 107 million claimed by the petitioner.  

6.5.11. In view of the above discussions the Authority allows Rs. 235 million as against 

Rs. 338 million claimed by the petitioner under the head plant and machinery for 

the said year. 

iv. Tools and Equipment 

6.5.12. The petitioner has projected Rs. 144 million on account of “Tools and Equipment” 

for the said year, break-up of which is as follows: 

Table 14:   Detail of Additions to Tools and Equipment 

S. # Description Rs. Million
1 Electrical Equipment 5
2 Fire Fighting Equipment 58
3 Electrical Appliances and 

Fittings
81

Total:- 144  

6.5.13.  The petitioner has project Rs. 58 million under the sub-head “Fire Fighting 

Equipment” for the said year. The petitioner has argued that natural gas is very 

hazardous in nature and can instantly catch fire. Therefore, it has projected fire 

fighting arrangements on full time basis during the said year.  

6.5.14. The Authority observes that the petitioner had projected only Rs. 5 million under 

the said head for FY 2012-13. Projection of 980% steep increase during the said 

year without plausible justification is simply not acceptable. The Authority 

however observe that nature of petitioner’s business of transmission, distribution 
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of natural gas is quite vulnerable and availability of latest fire fighting equipments 

is imperative to cope up with any eventuality. However, the Authority at the same 

time observes that petitioner’s projection in this regard are grossly exaggerated. 

The Authority, therefore allows Rs. 27 million i.e. 50% of the projected amount on 

this account of firefighting for logistic and Rs. 5 million for other miscellaneous 

expenditures under this sub-head for the said year, as against Rs. 58 million 

demanded by the petitioner.   

6.5.15. The petitioner has project Rs. 81 million for “Electrical Appliances and Fittings”. 

The petitioner has informed that Rs. 59 million has been projected for procurement 

of air-conditioning systems, electrical appliances and fittings as pool items and 

sundry equipment.  

6.5.16. The Authority observes that the petitioner has not provided detailed justification 

for the projected expenditure pertaining to air conditioning. The Authority, 

therefore allows Rs. 30 million for the said year on provisional basis on this 

account being 50% of the claimed amount. Accordingly, total of Rs.  51 million for 

the said year under the sub-head” Electrical Appliances and Fittings” is allowed 

as against Rs. 81 million claimed by the petitioner.   

6.5.17. In view of the above, the Authority allows Rs. 87 million under the head “Tools 

and Equipment” for the said year as against Rs. 144 million projected by the 

petitioner. 

v. Equipment for New Regions 

6.5.18. The petitioner has projected Rs. 964 million for the said year for procurement of 

capital assets for twelve new regions. The petitioner has stated that the said 

expenditure comprises office equipment, office furniture, transport, construction 

equipment, fir extinguisher, compressor equipment, work shop plant and 

equipment etc.   

6.5.19. The Authority observes that matter of establishment of new regions has been 

exhaustively discussed at Para. 9.1.13 to 9.1.21. Accordingly, the capital 

expenditure claimed under this head is pended for the said year. 

vi. Motor Vehicles 

6.5.20. The petitioner has projected Rs. 300 million on account of purchase of motor 

vehicles during the said year. The petitioner has explained that vehicles are 
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purchased for official as well as project use on centralized basis, as and when 

required and no separate budget with respect to different regions and 

functionaries is prepared by it. The petitioner has further explained that this 

procurement on centralized basis implies strict internal controls on purchase of 

new vehicles and ensures comprehensive assessment before release of budget 

under this head. 

6.5.21. The Authority, in view of lack of detailed information and justification, 

provisionally allows 50% i.e. Rs. 150 million of the projected amount under the 

head “Motor Vehicles” for the said year as against Rs. 300 million demanded by 

the petitioner. 

vii. Construction Equipment 

6.5.22. The petitioner has projected expenditure of Rs. 222 million on account of 

construction equipment for said year. The petitioner has argued that it has 

projected the amount due to manifold expansion in network coupled with changes 

in regional territories and northern sources gas collection project, etc. The 

petitioner has projected the capital expenditure for “Transmission”, 

“Distribution”, Senior General Manager Distribution pool ”, and “Project Head 

Office”. The petitioner has explained that it has projected the expenditure in 

respect of procurement of different equipment i.e. welding plants, air 

compressors, dope kettles, water pumps, Truck mounted cranes etc.  for the said 

year.       

6.5.23. The Authority observes that other than northern sources gas collection project, the 

petitioner has no other project in hand. The said project was approved by OGRA 

in November, 2012. Further the trend analysis shows that the petitioner had never 

been able to capitalize such huge amount in the past. The Authority therefore 

allows Rs. 111 million (i.e. 50% of the projected amount) for the said year.    

viii. Furniture & Fixtures and Office Equipment 

6.5.24. The petitioner has projected Rs. 209 million under the sub-heads “Furniture & 

Fixture” and “Office Equipment” for the said year. The petitioner has allocated Rs. 

109 million for “Furniture & Fixture” and Rs. 100 million for “Office Equipment” 

and explained that the requested capital items are for normal office use. 
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6.5.25. The Authority, keeping in view the past trend allows Rs. 54 million for the said 

year in respect of “Furniture & Fixture” as against Rs. 109 million projected by 

the petitioner. 

6.5.26. The petitioner has pleaded that it has projected Rs. 100 million for central pool, 

from where funds are released for procurement of “Office Equipment” on as and 

when required basis.  

6.5.27. The Authority observes that the expenditure under the sub head “Office 

Equipment” has been over estimated. Historically, the the petitioner has not been 

able to capitalize under this head to this extent. The Authority therefore allows 

20% increase over previous year i.e. FY 2012-2013 projection to cater for inflation 

and allows Rs. 25 million for the said year for “Office Equipment” as against Rs. 

100 million claimed by the petitioner. 

6.5.28. In view of the above the Authority allows Rs. 79 million on account of “Furniture 

& Fixtures and Office Equipment” for the said year as against Rs. 209 million 

claimed by the petitioner. 

6.5.29. Computer Hardware 

6.5.30. The petitioner has projected Rs. 163 million under the sub-head “Computer 

Hardware” for the said year. The petitioner has informed that it has projected Rs. 

28 million for procurement of line printers and for setting up of IT server rooms 

for new regions.  Remaining amount of Rs. 134 million has been projected on 

account of License for "Data Replication between Head Office & DR Site, 

virtualization licenses, instruments and tools, network switches & routers, 300 

Hand Held Units, 6 industrial printers for printing of bills, 6 LCD/ LED displays 

and Multi media projects”. The petitioner has pleaded operational requirement 

owing to extensive expansion of the company network over a period of time has 

increased manifolds. The Authority therefore, observes that said equipments are 

essentially required.   

6.5.31. The Authority in view of the discussion at para 9.1.16 to 9.1.21 below pends the 

expenditure projected on of account new regions amounting to Rs. 28 million for 

the said year.    

6.5.32. The Authority keeping in view the capitalization trend provisionally allows Rs. 

68 million under the sub-head “Computer Hardware” being 50% of the projected 
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expenditure, on provisional basis subject to review on the basis of FRR for the 

said year.  

6.6. Land  

6.6.1. The petitioner has projected Rs. 318 million on account of “Land” for the said year.   

6.6.2. The petitioner has bifurcated that Rs. 300 million has been projected for purchase 

of land for establishment of Sargodha and Gujrat regions and Rs. 18 million for 

purchase of land for SMS and pipeline operations. 

6.6.3. The Authority observes that despite repeated reminders, the petitioner has failed 

to provide the detailed break up and other information for the purchase of the said 

land. The Authority, therefore, allows only Rs. 18 million for the said year on 

account of purchase of land for construction of SMS since the same is essentially 

required for operational activities.  

6.7. IT Related Expenditure 

6.7.1. The petitioner has projected Rs. 587 million on account of IT project to be 

completed in three phases. Accordingly, the petitioner has claimed Rs. 462 million 

capital cost for two years pertaining to FY 2012-13 & FY 2013-14 during said year 

which mainly comprises disk storage, servers, data centre upgrade, software and 

support and training. The petitioner had claimed the same project in FY 2012-13, 

the Authority however directed to file it in upcoming petition FY 2013-14 as a 

separate project along with all requisite details.   

6.7.2. The petitioner has elaborated that it has successfully implemented ERP&CC&B 

system which is now properly functioning. With the help of secure and robust IT 

infrastructure, CC&B and other systems are accessible online in over 90 locations 

across its area of operation. Office productivity tools such as email, calendar, 

central file sharing etc have been adopted and fully utilized across company. 

Several in house bespoke software systems have been developed to augment ERP 

and CC&B. These systems require additional computer power and high 

performance disk storage to avert system failure and upgraded disaster recovery 

mechanism.  

6.7.3. The petitioner has explained that its consumer base has almost doubled in last ten 

years and also the pipeline network has exhibited huge growth. In order to cater 
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for the requirements of expanded network as well as consumers, IT infrastructure 

has to be restructured and additional data processing and storage capacity needs 

to be built. The petitioner has pleaded that continuous growth in data is adversely 

impacting its existing storage and disaster recovery centers. In case of damage to 

production data backup, petitioner business will result to complete halt. As 

company is dealing millions of the gas consumers scattered over its area of 

operation, any failure of IT facility may cause civil unrest. The petitioner therefore 

requested to allow IT related expenditure mainly for the purpose of back up and 

support at the Disaster Recovery Sites. 

6.7.4. The Authority observes that continuous and smooth operation of business 

activities are always primary objective of the organizations. This essentially 

necessitates that the way a business is conducted must support the day-to-day 

core business processes and are able to function in emergencies or disasters. In IT 

based functions, the systems are vulnerable to many types of risks and disruptions 

which are managed through risk assessments and appropriate security controls. 

Back up of data on real time basis, efficient servers, up gradation of data centers 

and special purpose software are alternate measures to minimize the risk thereby 

ensuring the smooth functions.  

6.7.5. The Authority notes that it has always adopted rather generous approach to allow 

the expenditure under this head to obtain amenable results which are aimed to 

improve the quality of services, replacement of manual system and generation of 

automated reports to assist management to test the internal control procedures 

and to take decision for betterment of the consumers. The Authority however 

observes that commensurate benefits could not be attained in terms of reduction in 

consumer complaints regarding billing, compilation of data and routine services. 

Also, the petitioner has yet not properly implemented a fairly simple Uniform 

System of Accounts (USoA) which is a set of management reports to assist the 

decision making  process. These deficiencies reveal that IT resources are not 

utilized effectively. The Authority therefore directs the petitioner to make 

concerted efforts and utilize the resources in order to pass the benefit to 

consumers.   

6.7.6. In view of above, the Authority in principle allows the petitioner to undertake the 

IT project, however 50 % of claimed amount i.e, 231 million is provisionally 
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allowed for the said year. The Authority shall evaluate the performance of IT at 

the time of FRR and the final decision under this head shall be made accordingly. 

6.7.7. The Authority also directs the petitioner to comply with rules including PPRA 

rules while undertaking capital & revenue projects in the financial years.  

6.8. Fixed Assets Determined by the Authority 

6.8.1. The value of additions in assets claimed by the petitioner and provisionally 

allowed by the Authority for the said year is as under: 

 

Table 15:   Summary of Asset Additions Determined by the Authority. 

Rs. in million

Sr.
# Particulars

Porjected 
Expenditure

Expenditure 
Disllowed

Expenditure 
Determined

1  Land 318               (300)                  18                         
3  Transmission Mains 31,197          (26,031)            5,166                   
4  Compression System & Equipment 541               ‐                     541                       
5  Distribution System Mains 13,614          (10,494)            3,120             
6  Measuring & Regulating Assets 6,316            (1,261)               5,055                   
7  Intangible Assets (I.T related Exp) 462               (231)                  231                       
8  Plant & Machinery & Other Assets 2,456            (1,659)               797                       

54,903          (39,975)       14,928           Total Addition For FY 2013-14  

6.8.2. Depreciation expense claimed by the petitioner comes down to Rs. 13,060 million 

as against Rs. 14,396 million claimed by the petitioner. Decrease in depreciation is 

consequence of adjustment on account of addition in assets for the said year, as 

discussed above. 

6.8.3. In view of the above, the Authority provisionally determines the closing net 

operating fixed assets (net of deferred credit) for the said year at Rs. 67,919 

million. 

7. Operating Revenues 

7.1. Sales Volume 

7.1.1. Petitioner has projected increase in number of consumers from 4,569,951 per RERR 

for FY 2012-13 to 4,874,351 during the said year, as follows: 
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Table 16:   Comparison of Projected Number of Consumers with Previous Years 

FY 2012-13 FY 2013-14

RERR The Petition

Domestic 4,497,712             4,797,713         300,001          7%

Commercial 64,569                  68,569               4,000               6%
Industrial including 
others

7,670                     8,069                 399                  5%

Total 4,569,951               4,874,351            304,400            9%

Category Growth over RERR

# of Consumers

 

7.1.2. Sale volume for the said year has been projected at 615,679 BBTU, as against 

587,893 BBTU provided in RERR for FY 2012-13, i.e.; an increase of 5%. Category-

wise comparison with previous years is provided as under : 

Table 17:   Comparison of Sales Volume with Previous Years  

FY 2011-12 FY 2012-13 FY 2013-14

FRR RERR The Petition

Power 145,463       155,140       153,486           (1,654)       (1) %

Cement 929               85                 -                    (85)             -           

Fertilizer 31,344         56,527         70,467             13,940      25 %

General Industries 103,136       70,271         97,632             27,361      39 %

CNG 84,511         109,517       88,017             (21,500)     (20) %

Commercial 27,718         28,451         31,735             3,284        12 %

Domestic 165,074       167,902       174,342           6,440        4 %
Total 558,175       587,893       615,679           27,786      5 %

Category
Inc./ (Dec.) over 

RERR

Volume in BBTU

 
7.1.3. The petitioner has explained that increase in gas supply has been estimated in 

view of production of gas from additional wells in Saqib-1A, Badar, Meyal, Bela, 

Domail, Chanda, Nashpa, Makori Mamikhel, Maramzai fields. Also the existing 

producers have committed increased production during the said year from 

Qadirpur, Dhulian, Koonj fields. The petitioner has, therefore, projected 5% 

increase in gas sale volume for the said year as compared to RERR FY 2012-13.  

7.1.4. The petitioner has elaborated that gas sale volume under various sectors during 

the said year has been projected in accordance with the actual results FY 2011-12 

and current gas load management policy approved by the FG wherein fertilizer 

and general industry are on priority next to the domestic sector to receive 

additional gas while CNG and Cement sectors are falling at the bottom. 

Accordingly, current projections are exhibiting the similar trend.  
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7.1.5. The Authority observes that increase in gas supply at this critical time of severe 

energy crisis will definitely improve the situation of energy starvation across the 

country for all the consumers. The petitioner however needs more concerted 

efforts to control the wastage of gas and explore new/alternate avenues of gas 

supply to add more gas in its network for continuous supply at economical rates.     

7.1.6. The Authority also observes that allocation of gas correspond to gas load 

management policy as well as actual results for FY 2011-12, which seems to be 

justified.  

7.1.7. The Authority, in view of above, provisionally accepts the gas sale for the said 

year at 615,679 BBTU as projected by the petitioner. 

 

7.2. Sales Revenue at Existing Prescribed Prices 

7.2.1. The petitioner has projected sales revenue for the said year, at existing prescribed 

prices, to increase by 11%, from Rs. 227,338 million provided in RERR for FY 2012-

13 to Rs. 252,279 million. Category-wise comparison of sales revenue is given 

below:  

Table 18:   Comparison of Projected Sales Revenue with Previous Years  

FY 2011-13 FY 2012-13 FY 2013-14

FRR RERR The Petition

Power 70,901        80,075          85,727          5,652         7%
Cement 528              51                  -                (51)             
Fertilizer 5,375          9,718            13,010          3,292         34%
General Industries 44,252        28,021          42,777          14,756      53%
CNG 50,137        57,523          50,795          (6,728)       -12%
Commercial 14,780        13,756          16,861          3,105         23%
Domestic 35,093        38,194          43,109          4,915         13%

Total 221,066      227,338       252,279       24,941      11%

Inc./ (Dec.) over 
RERR

Rs. in million

Category

 
 

7.2.2. The petitioner has explained that increase in sales revenue, is due to increase in 

gas supply and change in sale mix as mentioned in para 7.1.3 to 7.1.7 above. 

Further increase in sales revenue as against decrease in volumes in respect of 

power sector, as shown in above, is due to increase in revenues from Liberty 

power, which is governed under a separate pricing framework.  

7.2.3. In view of the above, the Authority accepts the sale revenue at existing prescribed 

prices at Rs. 252,279 million for the said year. 
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7.3. Other Operating Revenues 

7.3.1. The petitioner has projected “other operating revenues” at Rs. 4,490 million during 

the said year as against Rs. 6,360 million according to RERR for FY 2012-13, 

showing a decrease of 29%. Comparison with previous years is given below:  

Table 19:   Comparison of Projected Other Operating Income with Previous Years 

Rs. in million
FY 2011-12 FY 2012-13 FY 2013-14

FRR RERR
The 

Petition
Rental & Service Charges 1,346         1,331          1,381         50            4%
Surcharge and Interest on arrears -             2,225          -             (2,225)     -100%
Amortization of deferred credit 2,257         2,159          2,414         255         12%
Other operating income 234            645             695            50            8%

Net Operating Revenues 3,837         6,360          4,490         (1,870)     -29%

Description
Increase / 

(Decrease) over 
RERR 

 

(i) Rental & Service Charges 

7.3.2. The petitioner has estimated income from “Rental & Service Charges” at Rs. 1,381 

million as against Rs. 1,331 million determined by the Authority per RERR FY 

2012-13. The petitioner has explained that income from “Rental & Service 

Charges” consists of meter rental from gas consumers, transmission of gas and 

other services for third parties e.g. PPL and POL. This is fixed source of revenue 

which is directly linked with number of consumers and other activities for third 

parties. 

7.3.3. The Authority observes that income on account of rent on meters under the head 

“Rental and Service Charges” is a permanent source which grows with the 

increase in number of consumers. The Authority observes that petitioner has 

projected only 4% increase under this head whereas number of consumers has 

been projected to increase by 9%. Similarly the income on account of service 

charges also tends to increase every year.  Historically, average increase under this 

head has been witnessed around 10%.  

7.3.4. In view of the above the Authority determines the income from “Rental and 

Service Charges” at Rs. 1,629 million i.e; at the level of FRR FY 2011-12 indexed 

with 10% cumulative impact. 

(ii)  Late Payment Surcharge and Interest on Arrears 

7.3.5. The petitioner has claimed the income on account of “Late Payment Surcharge 

(LPS) and Interest on Arrears” amounting to Rs. 2,350 million as non-operating for 
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the said year in accordance with the interim stay granted by the Lahore High 

Court (LHC) for FY 2010-11 and FY 2011-12 on this issue.  

7.3.6. The Authority notes that honorable LHC has issued its decision wherein it has 

upheld the regulator’s fair, rational and lucid decisions. While dismissing the 

petitions honorable Court has recorded that OGRA’s reasoned decisions are fair, 

reasonable and in accordance with the legal framework and principles of natural 

justice. Accordingly, in view of Court decision, the decision taken by the Authority 

with respect to “Surcharge and Interest on Arrears” as operating income has been 

maintained.   

7.3.7. Accordingly, the Authority in view of the above discussion, decides to treat 

income on account of “Surcharge and Interest on Arrears” amounting to Rs. 2,350 

million as operating income for said year. 

(iii) Other Operating Income 

7.3.8. The petitioner has projected Rs. 695 million under the head “Other Operating 

Income” for the said year. The petitioner has elaborated that income under this 

head comprises number of small and miscellaneous components which are 

estimated on lump sum basis, and no head wise break-up is provided with the 

petition at the time of DERR. The Authority therefore, accepts the petitioner 

contention and determines the other operating income at Rs. 695 million for the 

said year as projected by the petitioner. 

7.3.9. In view of above, the Authority provisionally determines, for the said year, other 

operating revenues at Rs. 7,088 million as against Rs. 4,490 million projected by 

the petitioner. 

 

8. Operating Expenses 

8.1.  Cost of Gas 

8.1.1. The petitioner has projected cost of gas for the said year to increase from Rs. 

219,158 million provided in RERR for FY 2012-13 to Rs. 238,400 million, based on 

its projections of international prices of crude and HSFO. Comparative analysis of 

projected cost of gas with previous years is given below: 
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Table 20:   Comparison of Cost of Gas with Previous Years 
 

BBTU Rs. Million BBTU Rs. Million BBTU Rs. Million

640,142      194,157      669,179      219,158      683,405      238,400      

FRR FY 2011-12 RERR FY 2012-13 THE PETITION

 
8.1.2. The well-head gas prices on the basis of which cost of gas is determined are 

indexed to the international prices of crude or HSFO per GPAs between the GoP 

and the producers and are notified bi-annually, effective on 1st July and 1st 

January. The international average prices of crude and HSFO during the 

immediately preceding period of December to May are used as the basis for 

calculating the estimated well-head gas prices for the period July to December, 

and similarly oil prices during the immediately preceding period of June to 

November are used to calculate the projected well-head gas prices for the period 

January to June. 

8.1.3. The petitioner computed WACOG at Rs. 351.75 / MMBTU for the said year 

projecting international prices of HSFO &  crude and PKR / US $  exchange rate as 

under: 

Table 21:   Estimates for Determination of WACOG per the Petition 

July 13 
to December, 13

December 12 
to May13

111.49 629.24 100

January 14 
to June 14

June 14 
to November 14

112.11 639.99 103

Average FOB  
price of HSFO
 (US $ /M.Ton)

Exchange 
Rate (Rs./US $)

Applicable for 
wellhead gas 
price for the 

period

Average FOB 
oil pirces for 
the period

Average FOB  
price of Crude Oil 

(US $ per BBL)

 

8.1.4. The Authority has reworked the WACOG for the said year at Rs. 345.27 per 

MMBTU based on latest trend observed in the average prices of HSFO and Crude. 

Wellhead gas prices effective July to December, 2013 have been reworked on the 

basis of actual average prices of HSFO and Crude during the period December, 

2012 to May 13, 2013, which comes to US $ 614.040 per metric ton and US $ 

108.2816 per barrel respectively. The same prices have been adopted for 

computation of wellhead gas prices for the period January to June, 2014. However, 

US $ exchange rate has been projected at Rs. 101 w.e.f. 1st January, 2014. Detailed 

computation of WACOG is at Annexure-C.    

8.1.5. Bases on above, the Authority provisionally determines cost of gas at Rs. 234,014 

million for the said year. The petitioner is, however, directed to submit a review 
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petition to the Authority latest by October 15, 2013 for review of its estimated 

revenue requirements as required under Section 8(2) of the Ordinance, keeping in 

view the actual and anticipated changes in international prices of crude and 

HSFO during the period May  to November, 2013 and the trend of Rupee – Dollar 

exchange rate. 
 

8.2. Unaccounted for Gas (UFG) 

8.2.1. The petitioner has projected UFG for the said year at 9% ( 64,306 MMCF), as 

follows: 

Table 22:   Comparison of UFG with Previous Year 
Volumes in MMCF

Total Gas Purchases 716,240                     721,721                  
Gas Internally Consumed 9,228                         7,217                      
Gas Available for Sales 707,012                     714,504                  
Gas Sales 629,232                     650,198                  
UFG 77,780                       64,306                    
UFG % 11% 9%

RERR  FY 2011-12 
 FY 2012-13

 (The Petition) Particulars

 
 

8.2.2. The legal counsel of the petitioner in its presentation argued the following main 

reasons being responsible for hike in UFG of the company: 

 

(a) Change in Sales Mix 

(b) OGRA’s in house UFG study 

(c) Size & age of network 

(d) Astronomical Rise in cost of gas 

(e) High UFG in certain areas of KPK and Interior Punjab  

(f) Negative Impact of extension of network in remote areas 

(g) Setting up of UFG benchmarks (international practices) 

  
8.2.3. The Authority observes that LHC vide its judgment dated 15.02.2013 stated that 

“benchmarks of UFG set by OGRA are in accordance with OGRA Ordinance, 

Rules and License. Furthermore, the discretion exercised by OGRA was after 

giving due consideration to all the issues raised by the Petitioner. Detailed reasons 

have been given in the decisions for the determinations made. There is nothing on 

the record to show that OGRA has acted unfairly, unreasonably or contrary to the 
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law and principles of natural justice. OGRA has applied its mind and reasoned its 

decisions. Therefore no case for a direction under section 12(2) of OGRA 

Ordinance is made out. Consequently the petitions of SNGPL are dismissed.” 

8.2.4. The consumers/interveners also opposed the benchmark of UFG @ 7% claimed by 

the petitioner and proposed that benchmark for said year should be less than 

4.5%. 

8.2.5. The Authority observers that UFG benchmarking is an issue of vital importance 

and keeping in view its significance, the Authority has already initiated the 

process of comprehensive UFG study. Therefore, for FY 2013-14, the Authority 

fixes UFG benchmark at 4.5% and calculates the UFG as under: 

 
Table 23:   UFG disallowance computation    

 
MMCF

A 721,721 721,721
B 0 0

C=A+B 721,721 721,721
D 7,215 7,215
a 6,603 6,603

6,378 6,378
71 71

154 154
b 612 612

528 528
84 84

E=C-D 714,506 714,506
F 650,198 650,198

G=E-F 64,308 64,308
9.00% 9.00%

7% 4.50%
50,015 32,153
14,292 32,155
326.97 326.93

4,673          10,513               
Wtd. Average cost of gas

(ii) Coating Plant
Distribution

(ii) Co-Generation
Net Gas Available for Sale

Transmission

Gas Purchases
Metered gas purchased
Gas carried for PPL, POL and SSGCL

Gas Internally Consumed (Metered)

UFG Disallowance (Million Rs.)

Particulars

Gas Available for Sale

(i) Compression

Working of Penalty

(i) Free Gas Facility

(ii) Residential Colonies

Per the Petition Calculated by 
OGRA

Allowed UFG Volume  MMCF(4.5%* E)           
Disallowance (G-H)    MMCF                              

Gas Sold (Billed)
UGF Volume
Projected UFG

UFG Target  by OGRA

 
 

8.2.6. Based on the above computation, the Authority provisionally deducts Rs. 10,513 

million from the revenue requirement of the petitioner for the said year. 
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9. Transmission and Distribution Cost 

i. Summary 

9.1.1. The petitioner has projected 65% increase in Transmission and Distribution (T&D) 

cost (including gas internally consumed), from Rs. 15,188 million per RERR FY 

2012-13 million to Rs. 25,037 million for the said year,  as detailed below: 

Table 24:   Comparison of Projected T & D Cost with Previous Years  

Particulars  FY 2011-12  FY 2012-13  FY 2013-14 

 FRR  RERR   The Petition Rs. %

Human Resource Cost 8,281                   8,180               15,796                7,616        93 %
Cost of Reinstated Employees 269                      288                  346                     58             20 %
Gas Internally Consumed 2,094                   2,813               2,356                  (457)          (16) %
Stores and Spares Consumed 365                      586                  730                     144           25 %
Repair and Maintenance 866                      1,127               1,380                  253           22 %
Fuel and Power 185                      244                  270                     26             11 %
Stationery, Telegram and Postage 104                      163                  207                     44             27 %
Dispatch of gas bills 74                        82                     119                     37             45 %
Rent, Rate, Electricity and Telephone 246                      320                  542                     221           69 %
Traveling 152                      221                  293                     71             32 %
Transport expenses 613                      667                  1,050                  383           57 %
Insurance 147                      183                  204                     21             11 %

Legal and Professional Services 63                        58                     120                     63             109 %

Consultation for ISO 14001 & OHSAS 18000 3                           4                       4                          -            0 %

Gas bills collection charges 302                       326                   517                      190           58 %

Gathering charges of gas bills collection dat 27                        38                     61                        23             60 %

OGRA fee 102                       160                   110                      (50)            (31) %

Advertisement 65                         65                     115                      50             77 %

Bank Charges 12                         26                     27                        1               4 %

Uniforms & protective clothing's 12                         29                     32                        3               10 %

Staff training and recruiting 28                         25                     32                        7               29 %

Security expenses 268                      315                  536                     221           70 %
SNG training insititute 8                           13                     16                        3               24 %

Provision for  doubtful debts 180                       180                   1,559                   1,379        766 %
Sponsorship of chairs at University 5                           7                       7                          -            0 %
5 Year special training programme 8                           17                     30                        13             82 %
Budget for UFG control related activities 5                           471                   610                      139           30 %
Out Sourcing of call centre complaints mana 24                         20                     25                        5               24 %
Provision for Stores spares written off 26                         -                    -                       -            -            
Cost of Gas Blown off 90                        -                   -                      -            -            
Contribution to Inter State Gas System Lim 55                         219                   233                      14             6 %
Other expenses 92                         112                   245                      134           120 %
Up gradation of CSC -                        -                    33                        33             -            
Addition of New Regions 251                   (251)          -            
Subtotal Expenses 14,771                  17,209              27,604                 10,395      60%

Allocated to fixed capital expenditures (1,672)                   (2,021)               (2,567)                  (546)          27 %
Net T&D Expenses 13,099                  15,188              25,037                 9,849        65%

Rs. in million
Increase / (Decrease) 

Over RERR

 
 

9.1.2. Various components of operating cost are discussed in the following paras: 
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ii.  Human Resource (HR) Cost 

9.1.3. The petitioner has projected the HR benchmark cost to increase by 93%, from Rs. 8,180 

million provided in RERR for FY 2012-13 to Rs. 15,796 million for the said year keeping 

in view the additional staffing for its new regions as well as to provide some relief for 

its existing staff. The petitioner has computed the said year’s HR benchmark cost at 

existing pattern; it however has adopted SSGCL’s per unit rates computed on the basis 

of RERR FY 2012-13. The petitioner has pleaded that both companies are operating in 

Pakistan under similar environment; therefore, HR cost structure should also be same.  

9.1.4. The petitioner has elaborated that on the direction of GoP and keeping in view its 

constantly expanding network, it has decided to increase its regions from fourteen (14) 

to twenty five (25). The petitioner pleaded that company’s network has been extended 

manifolds wherein more than 50% capitalization has been done in last 10 years. In this 

period, new pipelines were massively laid in new and un-chartered regions and 

locations. In order to cater for the need of new consumers, creation of new regions has 

become imperative. Accordingly, additional manpower will be required to staff new 

regions. Therefore, the HR cost has been projected significantly.   

9.1.5. The petitioner argued that in previous years, it has requested Authority time and 

again to revisit the HR benchmark keeping in view the inherent short comings as well 

as the effects of drastic changes in the business environment of both gas utilities. 

Under the existing HR cost mechanism, both utility companies have been unable to 

meet the justified demands of their employees in respect of market based salary 

packages.  

9.1.6. The petitioner further pleaded that Pakistan is facing double digit inflation for last five 

years. The average rate of increment for the same period given to SNGPL employees is 

around 5% annually. By allowing 50% CPI, actual salaries of SNGPL employees have 

been reduced in real terms. The actual buying power is less than what it was five years 

ago. During the same period, GoP has given an average increase of 15% p.a to its 

employees. SNGPL repeatedly requested the Authority to provide 100% CPI so that 

employees can be given a real increase in their salaries over and above the inflation 

factor. Its request however has not been acceded by the Authority yet.   

9.1.7. The Authority notes with concern that increase in manpower owing to creation of new 

regions on GoP direction provides no rationale and defies petitioner’s own stance 

taken since many time. The petitioner in earlier public hearings has repeatedly 
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stressed that it has synergized its resources judiciously including the implementation 

of its state of art ERP system and installation of SCADA which has replaced the 

manual requirement. Resultantly, its manpower strength and per unit administrative 

cost has historically gone down despite the fact that network has been expanded and 

number of consumers increased many times. Similarly, the petitioner while pleading 

its case for “cost of reinstated employees” in its initial times, in RERR FY 2010-11, 

vehemently claimed that additional workforce has been accepted in compliance to 

directives of the FG as such there is no need of additional workforce and historically 

its manpower is continuously decreasing.  Interestingly, in the very next year, the 

petitioner budged from its position and inducted thousands of new employees 

without any plausible justification. It is now fabricating the grounds for their 

adjustment at the cost of consumers which is neither logical nor defendable.  The 

Authority however feels that professionally it is not appropriate to indulge into the 

micromanagement of petitioner and therefore it shall stay with HR benchmark on the 

basis of operating parameters which forms the HR cost benchmark for the gas utilities.  

9.1.8. The Authority observes that the HR cost benchmark, for both the gas utilities, was 

introduced in FY 2005-06 with a view to protect the interest of consumers by 

minimizing this cost up to an acceptable limit and to induce the petitioner to strive for 

cost optimization by eliminating anomalies exists in different cadres, re-adjustment of 

sub-components and shedding of excess fat wherever present in the system. 

Accordingly, the benchmark applicable since FY 2005-06 remains successful and 

provided adequate funding to offset the legitimate increase in HR cost on annual basis. 

Effective FY 2008-09, same benchmark with minor change in base year cost was 

extended for next term of three years.      

9.1.9. The Authority observes that petitioner during the second term of HR cost benchmark 

particularly in FY 2010-11 and FY 2011-12, mismanaged the HR resources. This 

resulted in certain imbalances within petitioner ranks wherein CBA representatives 

agitated that subordinate cadre have been ignored and could not get reasonable 

increase in their salaries. This created massive frustration and sense of deprivation 

among workers which was redressed by the Authority with a view to avoid massive 

labor strike/wide protest which otherwise could have been emerged.  

9.1.10. The Authority also notes that progress and performance of the gas utilities towards 

meeting certain efficiency related benchmark is continuously debilitating despite 
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attractive salary packages. The utilities however were claiming that the existing 

benchmark does not provide adequate additional funds to cater for appropriate 

market based salary revision. Resultantly, the manpower is not motivated to 

accomplish the requisite targets and mobilize the resources.  In this embarrassing 

situation of wide gap between demand for increase in HR cost viz a viz performance 

targets and impact on gas prices, the Authority observed that major rationalization of 

this huge cost element is essentially required to ascertain an optimum level where a 

link could be directly established between efficiency and effective utilization of 

workforce. Accordingly, the Authority,  in order to have the experience of other 

successful corporate entities, best practices in all HR management areas, decided to 

conduct a comprehensive study through independent consultant  to get performance 

based HR benchmark  which shall be focused on both the aspects of salary increase (i) 

capacity need assessment (ii) reasonable compensation level. The consultant carried 

out the task in consultation with the gas unities and submitted the draft report in 

February 2013. The same was circulated to all stakeholders including gas utilities and 

interested consumers for their valuable comments thereon. Unlikely, the draft report 

containing the HR cost proposal suffered from number of discrepancies and strong 

resentments were expressed from all corners and in public hearings for allowing HR 

cost without any just and cause. On collective analysis, it was noted that the report is 

deficient even to meet the basic purpose of study as provided in the TOR since it has 

not focused on reasonable compensations and capacity load assessment keeping in 

view the operating factors, HR policies and appropriate compensation for different 

ranks. Accordingly, the consultant has been conveyed to revise the report thereby 

removing the discrepancies contained therein..  

9.1.11. In view of above, the Authority observes that above said HR study shall take time to 

finalize; HR cost however can’t be frozen at the existing level in order to offset the 

legitimate demand of the employees. The Authority therefore provisionally decided to 

allow inflationary adjustment, tentatively at 10% on average of HR cost during FY 

2011-12 and FY 2012-13. Final adjustment under this head shall be made after the 

finalization of HR cost benchmark.  

9.1.12. In view of above, HR cost benchmark works out to Rs. 9,483, million (7,892 +7,981)/2 + 

10% inflationary impact plus Rs. 753 million IAS) for the said year.  
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iii. Addition of New Regions/Sub- Regions 

9.1.13. The petitioner has projected creation of twelve new regions and four sub-regions 

during said year, in addition to existing eleven regions across its area of operation in 

Punjab, KPK and AJ&K. The petitioner has claimed Rs. 1,080 million on this account to 

meet establishment related cost on centralized basis, and projected substantial increase 

under various other components of T&D cost for the said year owing to overheads and 

administrative costs associated with the new setup.   

9.1.14. The petitioner has briefly elaborated that company is implementing decentralized 

policy to place better management, efficient operations, easy accountability, and 

focused attention on UFG at micro level.  Therefore, it has unveiled the proposal to 

unbundle the existing network into small business units in the form of creation of 

further twelve new regions keeping in view geo-political, operational feasibility and 

number of consumers for each region. The petitioner enumerated number of 

benefits/advantages resultant to proposed addition in new regions and  expressed its 

strong sentiments that the same shall result to more focused and concerted efforts 

particularly towards control of UFG, improvement in quality of services, accessibility 

of consumers at local level and increase in development activities.  Regarding UFG 

control activities, the petitioner has listed number of initiatives and series of tasks 

including ring fencing at SMS level and control of UFG at micro level resultant to 

establishment of new regions.    

9.1.15. The petitioner has further submitted that agenda for creation of new regions was 

submitted in 62nd meeting of Human Resource Committee of the Directors held on 

June 13, 2012. The Commttee advised the management to seek policy directives from 

MP&NR and OGRA to process further. Accordingly, this agenda has now been made 

part of instant petition. 

9.1.16. The Authority observes that the petitioner stance on many of its issues including 

creation of new regions seems to be tragic and comic too.  The matter of creation of a 

region (s) is a strategic decision since it involves significant and phenomenal financial 

implications in terms of increase in indirect/unproductive cost including overhead on 

perpetual basis. The petitioner however has made no serious thought and carried out 

no working on this issue. No methodology/criteria has been formulated to add new 

region on long term basis. Also, no comprehensive study pertaining to work load 

assessment, cost benefit analysis and pros & cons of new regions on the managerial 
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issues etc; has been conducted to prescribe an appropriate size of a region. Also, 

creation of 12 new region in one year viz a viz eleven regions in sixty years is 

unprecedented and tantamount to complete restructuring of entire management set-

up which would impact overall organizational structure and needs extensive 

deliberation and detailed study by the experts. In the wake of no conscious thought on 

this issue, the Authority at the current point in time observes that the petitioner claim 

for creation of new regions is total perfunctory. Accordingly, the petitioner is directed 

to conduct a comprehensive study on this issue and formulate a detailed strategy for 

future in this regard. The Authority however reiterates its position that increase in HR 

cost shall be subject to benchmark which gives the petitioner free hand for its 

micromanagement decisions according to its own discretion and provides incentives 

to strive for cost optimization. Any amount in HR cost over & above the benchmark 

defeats the very purpose of HR cost benchmark, the same therefore is not allowed.    

9.1.17. Notwithstanding the above, the Authority feels that petitioner main area of concern i.e; 

UFG is completely a technical issue which is dependent on system rehabilitation and 

proper maintenance on regular basis, for which it had already allowed significant 

amount of about Rs. 12 billion under different heads since FY 2008-09. It is less linked to 

size of administrative region, delegation of control & command and creation of new 

regions. Gujranwala is exhibiting worst UFG level in last financial years; however its 

size is comparatively less than some other regions in the company. Further sister utility 

company (SSGCL) has never come up with such type of proposal for creation of new 

regions to control the UFG.  World Bank has recently approved a Natural Gas Efficiency 

Project for SSGCL in which entire T&D network has been proposed to be split into sixty 

segments to bring the UFG losses down to 1% gradually for each segment. This shows 

that gas utilities can curb UFG losses by organizing its infrastructure and not by 

addition of new regions.  Historical results also contradict the petitioner projection as in 

FY 2009-10, company was operating eight regions and its UFG losses were hovering 

around 8.21%. In FY 2010-11, the company added three new regions, however it’s UFG 

jumped to 12.53% in FY 2010-11 and 11.50% in FY 2011-12.   

9.1.18. The Authority also observes that the petitioner’s sale volume and revenue income is 

decreasing owing to depleting gas supply. Further increase in indirect/unproductive 

cost therefore will make the company operation un-economical thereby adversely 

affecting the gas consumers. Also, it is matter of grave concern that current era is of IT 
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horizon wherein locality and distance for customer services does not matter. The 

petitioner is regarding itself as IT oriented company for which it had spent significant 

amount during last 5 years. The utility companies world over and also in Pakistan are 

getting the IT advantage and serving their customers satisfactory, on the click of hand 

set mobile. The petitioner already has a wide network of customer facilitation centers to 

attend the customers promptly in shortest possible time. In the wake of current episode, 

the need for new regions for the sake of support functions & customer services too, is 

not logical.  

9.1.19. The Authority also observes that proposed new set up will result to increase in 

manpower and overhead cost which contradict petitioner stance taken since long. The 

Authority also observes that increase in maintenance related expenditures owing to new 

regions in the existing area of network is not comprehensible. Maintenance activities are 

associated with pipeline network not with the size of region. Therefore, expenditures 

claimed on this account are not defendable. Accordingly, same are disallowed. On 

account of UFG, it has been noted phenomena that gas theft is very much within the 

control of the petitioner, the same therefore can be controlled if concerted efforts are 

undertaken to curb this menace. The company lacks quality control system wherein 

most of gas connections are leaking from day one. In this scenario, linkage of addition of 

new regions with UFG and quality of services is not justified.  

9.1.20. The Authority also observes that there are number of flaws in organizational set up 

wherein human resource is not utilized properly. Technical professionals have the 

expertise to supervise technical operation and make focused attentions towards UFG 

control, they however are engaged for desk job to deal commercial and managerial 

issues including billing, reading, recovery etc. This very fact has also been highlighted 

by the interveners during public hearing held on this issue. 

9.1.21. In view of above, the Authority pends the expenditure claimed on this account till such 

time a detailed and comprehensive study is conducted in this regard. The study shall 

encompass the work load assessment, criteria for establishment of new regions, 

associated additional cost vs performance / targets described. The recommendation of 

the study should be approved by the Board of Directors of the petitioner. 
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iv. Stores and Spares Consumed 

9.1.22. The petitioner has projected stores and spares consumed for the said year at Rs. 730 

million as against Rs. 586 million provided in RERR for FY 2012-13. Historical 

comparison of stores and spares consumed is given below:  

Table 25: Comparison of Projected Stores and Spares Consumed with Previous Years 

Rs. in million

FY 2010-11 FY 2011-12 FY 2013-14
FRR RERR The Petition Rs. %

Compression 110                  125                 136                  11           9%

Transmission 104                  168                 227                  59           35%

Distribution 71                    204                 223                  19           9%

Others (incl H.O.) 5                      14                    46                     32           229%

Freight & handling 76                    74                    98                     24           32%

Total 366            585            730             145         25%

Particulars 

increase/(decrease) 
Over RERR

 

9.1.23. The Petitioner has claimed 35% increase for the said year under the sub-head 

“Transmission” mainly due to procurement of critical metering equipments and spares 

for orifice meters used for gas control activities. The petitioner has also claimed that 

procurement of odorant oil is under progress and it is likely to expect that said oil will 

be received during the said year. The petitioner also pleaded that projected quantity of 

said oil has been increased from 74,900 Kg per RERR to 78,645 Kg during said year 

keeping in view allocation of more gas from bulk to domestic sector. This oil is chemical 

component which creates a smell and thus the same is used as a tool to identify & rectify 

leakages. 

9.1.24. The Authority observes that consumption of stores, spares and odorant oil is regular 

requirement of petitioner for smooth operation and gas control activities. However, 35% 

(Rs. 59 million) increase over RERR is not justified in view of insignificant increase in gas 

sale volume for said year which is directly correlated to the expenditures incurred under 

this head. The Authority also notes with concern that odorant oil is consumed on 

frequent basis to combat UFG and the petitioner, on this plea, has been claiming a 

significant amount under this head, however, no detail in this regard has ever been 

provided despite repeated directives by the Authority.  

9.1.25. The Authority also observes that it has always supported UFG related activities keeping 

in view the acute shortage of gas supplies and ever rising UFG trend. It is therefore dire 
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need to conserve the energy source in order to deal with gas supply shortfall to meet the 

demand of existing consumers. The Authority, in accordance with earlier practice, 

supports UFG control activities and determines the expenditures under this head for the 

said year at reasonable level of Rs. 202 million (i.e; at the level of RERR plus 20%).  

9.1.26. The petitioner has claimed Rs. 46 million under sub-head “Others, including Head 

Office”, mainly due to normal price escalation and repair & maintenance of newly 

established regions of Rawalpindi and Gujrat.  

9.1.27. The Authority observes that expenditure under this head on account of new regions 

provides no rationale since the maintenance activities are unavoidable and have no link 

with the establishment of new regions rather the same are related to pipeline network. 

The Authority further observes that petitioner was asked to vindicate how there is 

correlation of maintenance activities with new regions, it however failed to substantiate 

its assertion. 

9.1.28. The Authority therefore rejects the petitioner’s plea and determines the expenditures 

under this head at Rs. 18 million (i.e; RERR plus 20% to cover inflationary adjustments 

and other enhanced activities).  

9.1.29. The petitioner has claimed 32% increase (Rs. 24 million) under the sub-head “freight & 

handling” for the said year owing to increase in fuel prices and increase in fares for 

hiring of transport.  

9.1.30. The Authority admits the fact that POL prices are steadily increasing due to 

international price trend. However, the projected expenditure under the head seems to 

be exaggerated when compared with actual expenditure for FY 2011-12 (Rs. 45 Million) 

and July-December, 2012, which are only Rs. 20 million. If this pretext is accepted that 

most of expenditures are booked in second half of the year, even then the actual 

expenditures for FY 2012-13 shall be within the allowed limits. The Authority also 

observes that expenditure under RERR FY 2012-13 was determined on the basis of RERR 

FY 2010-11 which were also on higher side.  The Authority, therefore, restricts the 

expenditure for the said year at the level of RERR FY 2012-13 (i.e Rs. 98 million). 

9.1.31. In view of above, the Authority provisionally determines the total expenditure on stores 

and spares consumed for the said year at Rs. 653 million. 
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v. Repair and Maintenance (R&M) 

9.1.32. The petitioner has projected R&M expenditure at Rs. 1,380 million for the said year as 

against Rs. 1127 million determined in RERR for  FY 2012-13, i.e. an increase of 22% as 

under:- 

Table 26: Comparison of Projected Repair and Maintenance with Previous Years 

Rs. in million

FY 2011-12 FY 2012-13 FY 2013-14
FRR RERR The Petition Rs. %

Compression 16            27             28               1            3%

Transmission 148          365           341             (24)         -6%

Distribution 491          518           510             (8)           -2%

Others (incl H.O. & service deptt 210          217           500             283        131%

Total 866          1,127        1,380          253        22%

Particulars 

Increase/(decreas
e) Over RERR

 

9.1.33. The petitioner has projected Rs. 500 million under the sub head “others (Incl. Head 

office and service departments)” for the said year showing an increase of Rs. 283 million 

(131%) over RERR FY 2012-13. The petitioner has bifurcated that increase over RERR 

includes mainly Rs. 167 million (100%) due to addition of new regions of Rawalpindi 

and Gujrat. Rs. 61 million has been projected for repair & maintenance of computers and 

Rs. 55 million for office building/furniture, equipment including civil works. 

9.1.34. The Authority observes that expenditure under this head comprises small components 

which are unavoidable, however overall 131% increase, including Rs. 167 million repair 

& maintenance in respect of new regions, during the said year over RERR FY 2012-13 is 

not justified and seems to be grossly exaggerated when compared with the actual results 

for July-December, 2012 which are only Rs. 80 million.  

9.1.35. The Authority also observes that the petitioner was asked to provide concrete 

justification for linkage of operational & maintenance activities with establishment of 

new regions. It however failed to substantiate its claim. The Authority  observes that 

repair and maintenance is continuous process which is connected with pipeline network 

irrespective of size of region 

9.1.36.  The Authority, therefore, determines the expenditure under this head at Rs.  260 million 

i.e; at the level of RERR FY 2012-13 plus 20%, for the said year. 
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9.1.37. The Authority, in view of above, determines repair and maintenance expenditure for the 

said year at Rs. 1,140 million as against Rs. 1,380 million claimed by the petitioner for 

the said year. 
 

vi. Stationery, Telegram and Postage 

9.1.38. The petitioner has requested Rs. 207 million on account of stationery, telegram and 

postage for the said year as compared to Rs. 163 million provided in RERR for    FY 

2012-13. Historical comparison is given below: 

Table 27: Comparison of Projected Stationery, Telegram and Postage with Previous Years 

Rs. in million

FY 2011-12 FY 2012-13 FY 2013-14
FRR RERR The Petition Rs. %

Compression 1                2                2                0.06          4%

Transmission 3                5                5                0.47          10%
Distribution 12              14              18              4               32%

Others (incl H.O.) 88              142            182            40             28%

Total 104            163            207            44             27%

Particulars 

Inc/(Dec) over RERR 
FY 2012-13

 

9.1.39. The petitioner has explained that 28% increase (Rs. 40 million) under the sub-head 

“Others” is due to addition of new regions.  

9.1.40. In view of detailed discussions, at Para. 9.1.13 to 9.1.21, the expenditure on account of 

addition of new regions is not allowed under this head for the said year. Accordingly, 

the Authority determines the expenditure under this head at Rs. 167 million for the said 

year.     

 

vii. Dispatch of gas bills 

9.1.41. The petitioner has requested Rs. 119 million on account of dispatch of gas bills for the 

said year as compared to Rs. 82 million provided in RERR for FY 2012-13. Historical 

comparison is given below: 

Table 28: Comparison of Projected Expenditure of Dispatch of gas bills with Previous 
Years 

Rs. in million

FY 2011-12 FY 2012-13 FY 2013-14
FRR RERR The Petition Rs. %

Dispatch of gas bills 74              82              119            37             45%

Total 74              82              119            37             45%

Particulars 

Inc/(Dec) over RERR 
FY 2012-13
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9.1.42. The petitioner has attributed increase under this head mainly to addition of new regions 

resulting to increase in number of consumers by 0.7 million as against historical trend of 

0.25 million on annual basis. Out of total increase of Rs. 37 million, Rs. 27 million has 

been reckoned for new regions and Rs. 10 million has been linked with normal increase 

owing to inflationary impact and increase in number of bills. The petitioner has further 

elaborated that there is different rate for dispatch of gas bills for each category of 

consumer and varies from region to region.  

9.1.43. The Authority observes that increase in dispatch of gas bills on account of addition of 

new regions or number of consumers is not defendable since the same have been 

projected to carve out from the existing area of operation. As such no geographical 

change has been proposed. Also, such a phenomenal increase of almost three times in 

number of consumer is unprecedented and does not correlate with petitioner capacity to 

undertake capitalization which results to such an increase in number of consumers. The 

Authority therefore rejects the petitioner claim on this account and allows Rs. 92 million 

under this head for the said year to cater for normal increase. 

viii. Rent, Rate, Electricity and Telephone 

9.1.44. The petitioner has requested Rs. 542 million on account of rent, rate, electricity and 

telephone for the said year as compared to Rs. 320 million provided in RERR for FY 

2012-13. Historical comparison is given below: 

            Table 29: Comparison of Rent, Rate, Electricity and Telephone with Previous Years. 

Million Rs.

FY 2011-12 FY 2012-13 FY 2013-14

FRR RERR The Petition Rs. %
Rent 106              141              177              37         26%

Royalty/internet services 19                19                77                58         308%

Telephone 27                34                63                29         85%

Electricity 65                90                116              26         29%

Pakistan Railway (Line crossing charges 16                16                20                4           22%

Water Conservancy 1                  4                  5                  1           15%

Vehicles rates and taxes 7                  10                14                4           38%

Others 4                  6                  69                63         1087%

Total 246              320              542              221       69%

Particulars 

Inc/(Dec) over 
RERR

 

9.1.45. The petitioner has explained that increase under each sub-head is mainly due to 

increased requirement. Under the sub-head “rent”, it has projected Rs. 177 million 

during the said year as against the existing hiring of Rs. 113 million. The petitioner has 
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estimated Rs. 50 million ( almost 50% of existing rent) increase under this head on 

account of requirement of  additional space and Rs. 12 million for new regions for the 

said year. 

9.1.46. The Authority observes that projected amount under the sub head rent seems to be 

grossly exaggerated when compared with actual results for FY 2011-12 and estimated 

results for FY 2012-13. Accordingly, reasonable increase of 10% over the existing hiring 

amounting to Rs. 131 million is allowed under this sub head for the said year. 

9.1.47. The petitioner has projected Rs. 58 million (308%) increase under the head 

“Royalty/internet fee” and elaborated that increase under this head is due to the 

transition of services from existing vendors i.e. PTCL and Wateen to NTC as directed by 

the Cabinet Division and also due to budget allocated to upgrade and increase the 

number of circuits/sites .  

9.1.48. The Authority observes that petitioner was asked to provide specific detail including the 

transition cost and substantiate its claim for unprecedented increase under this head. 

The petitioner however has not provided such information.  The Authority notes with 

concern that NTC is also operating in competitive market, its rates therefore can be 

brought down if the matter is properly taken up with them by itself or through cabinet 

division. The Authority, therefore, determines the expenditure at Rs. 23 million i.e; at the 

level of RERR plus 20%.  

9.1.49. The petitioner has projected Rs. 63 million under the head “Telephone” as against Rs. 34 

million provided in RERR FY 2012-13 (85% increase). The petitioner has pleaded that 

projected increase under this head is due to data SIMM charges installed in GPRS/GSM 

based EVC’s at CMSs for the said year.  

9.1.50. The Authority observes that petitioner has always exaggerated the expenditure under 

this head while the market dynamics are totally opposite wherein communication sector 

is facing tough competition resulting to reduction in their charges day by day, even 

against unlimited range packages at GPRS and GSM with the advent of new 

technologies. The Authority reiterates its stance that this cost can be brought down if 

given effective consideration. The Authority therefore allows reasonable increase and 

determines the projected expenditure at Rs. 38 million i.e.; at the level of RERR plus 

10% to cater for enhanced usage for the said year. 

9.1.51. The petitioner has claimed Rs. 116 million for the said year under the head             

“Electricity” showing an increase of Rs. 26 million (29%) on account of expansion of 

offices in already established regions.  
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9.1.52. The Authority admits the petitioner contention that electricity tariff is increasing steadily 

however increase up to 29% seems to be unreasonably high when compared with actual 

results for FY 2011-12 and July-Dec 2012 which are only Rs. 44 million. The Authority 

therefore determines the expenditure under this head at Rs. 108 million i.e, at the level of 

RERR plus 20% for the said year. 

9.1.53. The Authority observes that the petitioner has projected Rs. 69 million under the sub-

head “others” owing to addition of two new regions during the said year, which is a 

1087% ( Rs. 63 million) increase  over RERR FY 2012-13.  

9.1.54. The Authority observes that actual expenditure under this head for eight regions have 

been reported around Rs. 5 million each year. It is unconvincing that the expenditure of 

two new regions in the existing set up would be more than Rs. 63 million.  The 

Authority, in view of major variation in the available details, feels that the estimates 

have been grossly exaggerated since it has no relevance with the historical spending 

trend.  Accordingly, the Authority restricts expenditure under this head at the level of 

RERR. 

9.1.55.  Based on the above, the Authority determines expenditure on account of rent, rate, 

electricity and telephone at Rs. 344 million for the said year.  
 

ix. Transport Expenses 

9.1.56. The petitioner has projected transport expenses for the said year at Rs. 1,050 million as 

against Rs. 667  million provided in RERR for FY 2012-13, showing an increase of 57% as 

under: 

Table 30: Comparison of Transport Expenses with Previous Years 
Rs. in million

FY 2011-12 FY 2012-13 FY 2013-14

FRR RERR The Petition Rs. %
Compression 18              28              27              (1)          -5%

Transmission 117            152            181            30         19%

Distribution 336            309            385            76         24%

Others (incl H.O. & service dept 143            178            457            279       157%

612.814     667            1,050         383       57%

Particulars 

Inc/(dec) Over 
RERR

 

9.1.57. The petitioner has explained that the projected increase under the sub-head “others” is 

due to establishment of 2 new regions and 4 sub-regions. The petitioner has attributed 

increase of Rs. 213 million towards addition of new regions /sub- regions and Rs. 66 

million towards increase in fuel prices keeping in view continuous hike in PoL prices. 
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9.1.58. The Authority observes that abnormal increase of 157% over RERR FY 2012-13 under 

this head of account of indirect /administrative cost is neither logical nor defendable, so 

as to economically operate the system. The Authority also observes that PoL prices have 

been fluctuating since last three year, average increase however has not been witnessed 

so significant. This fact is very much vindicated from the actual results July December 

2012, which are only Rs. 288 million. This trend shows that actual expenditure during FY 

2012-13 would be less than allowable limits. Also, as per latest trend, PoL prices are 

expected to go down during the said year.   

9.1.59. The Authority, in view of discussion made above, restricts the expenditures under this 

head for the said year at the level of RERR FY 2012-13. 

9.1.60. Accordingly, the transport expenses for the said year are determined at Rs. 667 million. 

x. Legal and Professional Charges 

9.1.61. The petitioner has projected expenditure of Rs. 120 million on account of legal and 

professional charges for the said year as against Rs. 58 million provided in RERR for FY 

2012-13, showing an increase of 109%. Historical comparison is given below: 

Table 31: Detailed Comparison of Projected Legal & Professional Charges with Previous Years 

Rs. in million

FY 2011-12 FY 2012-13 FY 2013-14

Rs. %
Legal 40                 18              74                    56                       307%

Professional 7                   12              16                    5                         38%

Tax 4                   6                7                      1                         18%

Audit 6                   6                8                      2                         40%

Software development charges -                -                   -                      0%

Apprenticeship/Scholarship/Trainin 3                   13              13                    -                      0%
Others 3                   4                3                      (1)                        -20%

63                 58              120                  63                       109%

Particulars 

Inc/(dec) Over RERR 

 

9.1.62. The petitioner has explained that 307% increase under the sub-head “legal” is due to 

increase in litigation/filing of recovery suits, increase in fees of advocates and ancillary 

expenses. Also with the implementation of judicial policy, according to which separate 

fee is required to be paid to local commission for recording evidence, legal expenses are 

estimated to increase tremendously.  

9.1.63. The Authority observes that petitioner has been allowing a significant amount in 

previous years on the same grounds particularly for legal suits against the permanent 

defaulters to recover bad debts. The recoveries from the defaulters however have not 
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exhibited satisfactory results. Also, theft by non consumers which is a criminal offense is 

increasing day by day. The petitioner, in the public hearing, reported that numbers of 

theft cases have been identified and FIRs have been registered against the culprits, 

however, no amount has been realized and recovered by them due to ineffective 

pursuance/follow-up.    

9.1.64. The Authority also observes that petitioner while pleading its case for increase in 

security deposits in respect of domestic consumers elaborated that security deposit is 

only tool which prevents the risk of default from consumers. Legal recourse for recovery 

of outstanding bills has never been fruitful since it involves number of complexities and 

evidences which ultimately does not result in incremental gain.  Accordingly, the 

Authority, keeping in view the justifications, is considering the petitioner’s request with 

respect to revision in security deposit. 

9.1.65. The Authority observes that petitioner, in past, has been spending a significant amount 

on litigation against OGRA to undermine regulatory regime which has been exclusively 

setup to protect the interest of all stake holders. Actual expenditure during FY 2011-12 

has jumped owing to this reason.  Un-necessary litigation against OGRA and other GoP 

bodies at the cost of poor consumers must be avoided. 

 
9.1.66. The Authority, in view the excessive spending on account of court proceedings against  

theft allows 20% increase under this head over RERR and  determines the same at Rs. 22 

million for the said year, along-with specific direction to keep the expenditure up to the 

allowed limit. 

 
9.1.67. Under the sub head “Professional expenses”, the petitioner has projected 38% increase 

over RERR FY 2012-13 in order to cater for inflation. The Authority observes that 

projected increase of 38% over RERR is not reasonable even though amount is not so 

material. The Authority therefore restricts the same at the level of RERR FY 2012-13 i.e 

Rs. 12 million. 

9.1.68.  The Authority, therefore, determines total expenditure under the head “legal and 

professional charges “at Rs 64 million for the said year as against Rs. 120 million 

claimed by the petitioner. 
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xi. Gas Bills Collection Charges 

9.1.69. The petitioner has projected gas bill collection charges for the said year at Rs. 517 million 

as against Rs. 326 million provided in RERR for FY 2012-13, showing an increase of 58% 

as under: 

Table 32: Comparison of gas bills collection charges with previous years 

Rs. in million

FY 2011-12 FY 2012-13 FY 2013-14

FRR RERR The Petition Rs. %

Gas bills collection charges 302           326          517            190     58%

Particulars 

Inc/(dec) Over 
RERR FY 2012-

 

9.1.70. The petitioner has explained that the projected increase under this head is due to 

increase in number of bills to be distributed during said year owing to addition of new 

regions and increase in number of connections. Currently, approximately 40 million bills 

are distributed per annum which will increase to 50 million during said year. Also, rates 

per bill have also been projected to increase from Rs. 8. per bill per RERR to Rs. 10.25 per 

bill during said year.   

9.1.71. The Authority observes that abnormal increase of 58% over RERR FY 2012-13 under this 

head on account of new regions within the existing area of operation provides no logic. 

Historically, approximately three million increase in number of bills has been witnessed 

during last years. The Authority further observes that no increase / revision has yet 

been approved by State Bank of Pakistan.   

9.1.72. In view of above, the Authority keeps the collection charges at Rs. 8 per bill and 

determines the expenditure under this head at Rs. 348 million for the said year. 

xii. Gathering charges on bills collection data 

9.1.73. The petitioner has projected gathering charges on bills collection data for the said year at 

Rs. 61 million as against Rs. 38 million provided in RERR for FY 2012-13, showing an 

increase of 60% as under: 

Table 33: Comparison of gas bills collection charges with Previous Years 

Rs. in million

FY 2011-12 FY 2012-13 FY 2013-14

FRR RERR The Petition Rs. %

Gathering charges on bills collection data 27             38            61                23       60%

Particulars 

Inc/(dec) Over 
RERR FY 2010-
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9.1.74. The petitioner has explained that the projected increase under this head is due to 

increase in data of bills collected by NIFT from 28,148,000 bills in FY 2012-13 to 

33,333,000 bills for said year.   

9.1.75. The Authority observes that projected expenditure under this head seems to be grossly 

exaggerated when compared with actual results for FY 2011-12 and July -December FY 

2012-13 which is only Rs. 27 million and Rs. 14 million respectively. This trend shows 

that budget under this head has been adequately provided in RERR. Also, number of 

bills to be collected has been projected on higher side as discussed above.  

9.1.76.  The Authority, therefore, determines the expenditure under this head at Rs. 45 million 

for the said year on the basis of three million increase in number of bills coupled with 

10% inflationary impact over RERR FY 2012-13.  

xiii. Advertisement 

9.1.77. The petitioner has projected Rs. 115 million under this head for the said year as against 

Rs. 65 million provided in RERR for FY 2012-13, showing an increase of 70% as under: 

Table 34:   Comparison of Advertisement Expense with Previous Years 

Rs. in million

FY 2011-12 FY 2012-13 FY 201314

FRR RERR The Petition Rs. %

Advertisement 65                65                115              50           70%

Particulars 

Inc/(dec) Over 
RERR 

s 

9.1.78. The petitioner has apportioned Rs. 47 million for publication of notices, tenders, etc and 

Rs. 68 million for consumer education campaign through media for gas conservation as 

against Rs. 23 million provided in RERR FY 2012-13. The petitioner has explained that 

campaign to educate the growing number of consumers about controlling UFG has 

enhanced manifolds keeping in view rising trend of UFG. Also, advertisements for 

timely payment of bills, safety measures and wise usage of gas keeping in view gap 

between demand and supply especially when the gas supplies are depleting every day, 

has been increased many times. Further, tariff rates of all the media houses are 

increasing consistently. 

9.1.79. The petitioner also pleaded that the advertisement for tender notices has also been 

increased tremendously as compared to last year due to upcoming advertisement of Air-

Mix plants and LPG/LNG projects. .  
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9.1.80. The Authority observes that it has always supported petitioner’s consumer education 

campaign initiative in the wake of depleting gas reserves and had been providing a 

considerable sum on this account. The Authority however observes that projected 

expenditures made by the petitioner seem to be on higher side when compared with 

actual results for July-December 2012 which are only Rs. 14 million. If this fact is 

accepted that most of the expenditures are booked at the close of financial year, even 

then it is likely that actual expenditure would remain around allowable limits.  

9.1.81. The Authority also observes that domestic consumers, during last winter, have faced 

acute shortage whereby gas was not even available to cook the food. This bleak situation 

urges petitioner to chalk out detailed strategy to set its revised targets and needs to 

launch object oriented campaign to conserve the energy. 

9.1.82. The Authority also observes that the utility companies including its sister utility 

company and others in power sector are effectively utilizing the space available in the 

bills. They are using the same for their own as well commercial purposes and earning a 

reasonable sum which definitely off-sets the expenditure under this head. The petitioner 

however is not taking serious efforts in this regards despite Authority’s clear directions. 

9.1.83. The Authority, in view of the above, restricts the expenditures under this head at the 

level of RERR. Final adjustment under this head shall be made at the time of FRR after 

the evaluation the performance pursuant to consumer education campaign.  

 

(h)   Security Expenses 

9.1.84. The petitioner has projected Rs. 536 million for the said year as against Rs. 315 million 

provided in RERR FY 2012-13 showing an increase of 70% as under:   

Table 35:   Comparison of Security Expense with Previous Years 

Rs. in million

FY 2011-12 FY 2012-13 FY 2013-14

FRR RERR The Petition Rs. %

1 Security expenses to security force 189              237              351              114          48%

2 Security Guards 79                78                185              107          138%
Total Security expenses 268              315              536              221          70%

Particulars 

Inc/(dec) Over RERR
Sr.
#

 

9.1.85. The petitioner has elaborated that increase under the sub-head “security expenses to 

security forces” is due to increase in armed security guards deployed on vital 

installations due to deteriorated law & order situation in the country and their monthly 

hiring rates have also been revised in previous year to the tune of almost 50%. At 
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present 1,073 armed security guards are performing their duties on exposed installations 

of transmission network. Also, FC Balochistan has exceptionally increased its demand 

from Rs. 5 million per year to Rs. 32 million per year. 

9.1.86. Under sub-head security guards, the petitioner has requested phenomenal increase of 

136% over RERR. The petitioner has elaborated that substantial increase under this head 

is due to a disallowance of Rs. 64 million made by the Authority in FY 2012-13. 

9.1.87. The Authority reiterates its stance that it has always appreciated the petitioner’s security 

arrangements and adopted rather generous approach to determine the expenditure 

under this head in order to protect the exposed installations, valuable assets, precious 

lives and ensure uninterrupted gas supply. This fact is very much ratified from the 

results that estimated amount allowed under this head has always been higher than the 

actual expenditure for respective year. The petitioner however has always exaggerated 

its demand when compared with the historical results.  In the instant petition, it has 

claimed Rs. 536 million, whereas the actual expenditure during July December 2012 has 

been reported at Rs. 134 million only, which is far less than the approved level. This 

trend shows that the petitioner demand does not reflect realistic picture.  

9.1.88. The Authority, however, in order to maintain its strategic position, adopts rather 

liberal approach and allows Rs. 378 million i.e; at the level of RERR plus 20% to cater 

for inflation and other adjustments.  

xiv. Provision for Doubtful Debts 

9.1.89. The petitioner has projected provision for doubtful debts for the said year at Rs. 1,559 

million. Historical comparison of provision for doubtful debts with previous years is 

provided below: 

Table 36:   Detailed Comparison of Projected Provision for Doubtful Debts 

Rs. in million

FY 2011-12 FY 2012-13 FY 2013-14

FRR RERR The Petition Rs. %

Provision for doubtful debts 1,738           180              1,559           1,379          766%

Particulars 

Inc/(dec) Over RERR FY 
2011-12

 

9.1.90. The petitioner has elaborated that projected expenditure under this head is due to its 

policy which is based on number of consumers in domestic category and average sale 

price of natural gas. Since the price of natural gas and number of domestic consumers 
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are increasing, increase under this head is compulsory. Further, increase in gas bills has 

resulted in default by consumers, which has exposed the company to more credit risk.  

9.1.91. The petitioner has explained that provision under this head is created against 

disconnected consumers only while the amount of security deposit held with the 

company is accounted for. As the security deposit from domestic consumer is very 

nominal amount, it could not compensate/offset the unpaid amount from the defaulters. 

This situation leads to increased default as well as cash flow crises for the petitioner. The 

Authority has actually been benchmarking the provision for doubtful debts at the level 

of FY 2006-07 without any consideration of increased number of disconnections and gas 

prices which ultimately impacts the provision for doubtful debts. In past during FY 

2003-04 and FY 2004-05, Authority has been allowing provision for doubtful debts 

against disconnected customers only. However, since FY 2007-08, the Authority has 

changed its stance while restricting it to the level of Rs. 180 million irrespective of the 

fact that the petitioner has been claiming the provision pertaining to disconnected 

customers only. The petitioner accordingly requested the Authority to devise a formula 

to determine the expenditure under doubtful debts keeping in view its previous 

decisions as well as the continuous increase in the cost of gas.  

9.1.92. The Authority observes that in the gas utility business, value of gas supply to all the 

category of consumers including domestic consumers is backed/secured by adequate 

amount of security deposit taken at the time of grant of connection. In case of CNG, 

commercial and industrial consumers, this security deposit is even adjustable on 

continuous basis with respect to current amount of bills. Therefore, loss to company on 

account of default by these consumers is totally out of question.  The risk of doubt of 

debt may however arise in case of domestic consumers if recoverable amount exceeds 

the amount of security deposits paid by them. 

9.1.93. The Authority observes that the petitioner has requested OGRA to increase the security 

deposit in order to avoid the risk of default from consumer. This being logical 

submission advanced by the petitioner is under consideration of the Authority. 

Accordingly, public hearings on this issue have been held and decision shall be issued 

shortly. 

9.1.94. The Authority observers that revision in security deposit shall not only alleviate the 

petitioner from credit default risk but the same shall also streamline cash flow issues.      
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9.1.95. The Authority also observers that expenditure under this head is avoidable and purely 

dependent upon the management policies and recovery system. Had the concerted 

efforts are undertaken; there will be no need to create provision under this head 

particularly when sufficient security deposits are reserved on customer account.  The 

Authority therefore had been consistently advising the petitioner to curtail ever 

increasing provision for doubtful debts in order not to pass this avoidable cost to the 

consumers.  

9.1.96. In view of above, the Authority with a view to safeguard the interest of consumers and 

protect the company from loss owing to inherent limitation and uncontrollable factors, 

in principle agrees to introduce a benchmark only on account of domestic and 

disconnected consumers on aging basis. Revision in security deposits however is still in 

progress.    

9.1.97. The Authority, therefore restricts the expenditure under this head at Rs. 180 million for 

the said year on provisional basis. The Authority shall consider the same in accordance 

with the benchmark once the issue of security deposits is decided by it.  

xv. Contribution of ISGSL expenses 

9.1.98. The petitioner has projected Rs. 233 million for the said year under this head as against 

Rs. 219 million per RERR FY 2012-13. The amount represents 49% share of the total 

expenditure of Rs. 475 million projected by ISGSL. The petitioner has explained that 

increase in contribution of ISGSL expenses is due to increase in gas import related 

activities and establishment expenses shared between the petitioner and SSGCL in view 

of service agreement signed between them. Under the agreement, SNGPL & SSGCL has 

to pick all the expenditure of ISGSL which are mostly related to admin & HR related 

cost.  

9.1.99. The Authority observes that front end engineering design, feasibility study and route 

survey done by a consortium of China and Nespak in respect of IPI pipeline project has 

been completed. The project is now heading to completion/implementation phase since 

bi-lateral agreements have been signed and work for construction of pipeline has been 

awarded. Thus, the project is now over the research and survey stage and leading to its 

completion phase.   

9.1.100. The Authority also observes that FG has arranged long term capital funding for ISGSL 

during last couple of years. It has also imposed GIDC on gas consumers to finance such 

giga project in national interest. The Authority, therefore, in view of above 
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developments observes that the expenditure now incurred by ISGCL is part of 

capitalization and which ISGSL shall match with its own business capital. The Authority 

therefore suggests that the petitioner should take up the matter with ISGSL and opt to 

convert its share of financing into loans or paid up capital. In the meantime, the 

expenditure under this head is allowed on provisional basis. 

9.1.101. The Authority also observes that ISGSL has not exhibited much progress since its 

existence. Hundreds of the employees have been inducted at hefty salaries, substantial 

amount has been spent on traveling, however no addition in gas volume has yet been 

made. The expenditure incurred does not even match as prudent revenue expenditure.   

9.1.102. The Authority, in view of above, restricts the expenditure for the said year at the level of 

RERR i.e, Rs. 219 million on provisional basis and directs the petitioner to undertake 

the matter with FG to settle the treatment of contribution made to ISGSL. 

xvi. Other Expenses 

9.1.103. The petitioner has projected Rs. 245 million for the said year under this account, 

including Rs. 73 million under the sub-head “Construction Equipment Operating Cost” 

and Rs. 79 million under the head “Sundries” for the said year. Comparative analysis of 

the above said expenses is provided below:  

Table 37:   Comparison of Other Expenses with Previous Years 
Rs. in million

FY 2011-12 FY 2012-13 FY 2013-14

FRR RERR The Petition Rs. %

1 Construction equipment operating cost 42              32              73              41         130%

2 Sundries 14              18              79              61         341%
Total 55              50              153            103       206%

Particulars 

Inc/(dec)
Sr. 
#

 

9.1.104. The petitioner has explained that the projected increase of Rs. 41 million under the head 

“construction equipment operating cost” includes Rs. 19 million for 2 new proposed 

regions plus normal increase of 31% per annum.  The petitioner has elaborated that 

projection for FY 2013-14 is based on FRR FY 2011-12 after considering increase in fuel 

prices, hiring charges and other operating expenses. The amount of RERR 2012-13 is 

under estimated due to disallowance of Rs. 6 million by the Authority.  

9.1.105. The Authority observes that Rs. 19 million claimed on account of new regions is not 

justified since the same regions have been carved out of the existing setup where 

construction and maintenance were also been carried out.  The Authority, in view of 
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above as well as discussion at para 9.1.21 above deducts the amount projected on this 

account and allows Rs. 55 million for the said year.  

9.1.106. The petitioner has explained that expenditure under the sub-head “sundries” comprises 

miscellaneous expenses in connection with meetings of Board of Directors & its sub-

committees and also due to revised demand by other corporate entities (i.e PPL, SSGCL, 

etc) owing to various facilities provided by them on behalf of the petitioner. 

9.1.107. The Authority agrees with the petitioner’s submission; however projection of 341% 

increase on RERR FY 2012-13 is unrealistic and hypothetical. The Authority also 

observes that the actual expenditure during July-December 2012 is only Rs. 7 million 

under this head. The Authority in view of above restricts the expenses at the level of 

RERR FY 2012-13. Therefore, the total expenditure under the head “Other expenses” 

comes to Rs. 117 million as against Rs. 245 million claimed by the petitioner. 
 

 

xvii. Remaining Items of Transmission & Distribution Cost 

9.1.108. The items of transmission and distribution cost, except those dealt with in sub-para  ii to 

xvi  are projected by the petitioner at Rs. 1,715 million as against Rs. 2,681 million 

according to RERR for FY 2012-13. The comparative analysis is given below: 

Table 38:   Remaining Items of Transmission and Distribution Expenses 

Particulars  FY 2011-12  FY 2012-13  FY 2013-14 

 FRR  RERR   The Petition Rs. %

Gas Internally Consumed 2,094                   2,813               2,356                  (457)          (16) %
Fuel and Power 185                      244                  270                     26             11 %
Traveling 152                      221                  293                     71             32 %
Insurance 147                      183                  204                     21             11 %

Consultation for ISO 14001 & OHSAS 18000 3                           4                       4                          -            0 %

OGRA fee 102                       160                   110                      (50)            (31) %

Bank Charges 12                         26                     27                        1               4 %

Uniforms & protective clothing's 12                         29                     32                        3               10 %

Staff training and recruiting 28                         25                     32                        7               29 %

SNG training insititute 8                           13                     16                        3               24 %
Sponsorship of chairs at University 5                           7                       7                          -            0 %
5 Year special training programme 8                           17                     30                        13             82 %
Budget for UFG control related activities 5                           471                   610                      139           30 %
Out Sourcing of call centre complaints mana 24                         20                     25                        5               24 %
Provision for Stores spares written off 26                         -                    -                       -            -            
Cost of Gas Blown off 90                        -                   -                      -            -            
Contribution to Inter State Gas System Lim 55                         219                   233                      14             6 %
Up gradation of CSC -                        -                    33                        33             -            
Addition of New Regions 251                   (251)          1.00           
Subtotal Expenses 2,957                    4,702                4,282                   (420)          -9%

Allocated to fixed capital expenditures (1,672)                   (2,021)               (2,567)                  (546)          27 %
Net T&D Expenses 1,285                    2,681                1,715                   (966)          -36%

Rs. in million
Increase / (Decrease) 

Over RERR
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9.1.109. The Authority observes that the remaining items of T&D expense have been reasonably 

projected by the petitioner and therefore, provisionally accepts the same, for the said 

year, at Rs. 1,715 million. 
 

xviii.  Transmission & Distribution Cost Determined by Authority 

9.1.110.  In view of the examination in para ii to xvii above, the Authority provisionally 

determines operating cost for the said year at Rs. 15,794 million against Rs. 25,037 

million claimed by the petitioner, as follows:  

Table 39:   Summary of T&D Cost Determined by the Authority 

Particulars

 The 
Petition 

Adjustments 

Determined 
by the 
Authority

Human Resource Cost 15,796  (6,313)             9,483               
Cost of Reinstated Employees 346       -                  346                  
Stores and Spares Consumed 730       (77)                  653                  
Repair and Maintenance 1,380    (240)                1,140               
Fuel and Power 270       -                  270                  
Stationery, Telegram and Postage 207       (40)                  167                  
Dispatch of gas bills 119       (27)                  92                    
Rent, Rate, Electricity and Telephone 542       (198)                344                  
Traveling 293       -                  293                  
Transport expenses 1,050    (383)                667                  
Insurance 204       -                  204                  

Legal and Professional Services 120       (56)                  64                    

Consultation for ISO 14001 & OHSAS 1 4            -                  4                      

Gas bills collection charges 517        (169)                348                  

Gathering charges of gas bills collectio 61          (16)                  45                    

OGRA fee 110        -                  110                  

Advertisement 115        (50)                  65                    

Bank Charges 27          -                  27                    

Uniforms & protective clothing's 32          -                  32                    

Staff training and recruiting 32          -                  32                    

Security expenses 536       (158)                378                  
SNG training insititute 16          -                  16                    

Provision for  doubtful debts 1,559     (1,379)             180                  
Sponsorship of chairs at University 7            -                  7                      
5 Year special training programme 30          -                  30                    
Budget for UFG control related activiti 610        -                  610                  
Out Sourcing of call centre complaints 25          -                  25                    
Contribution to Inter State Gas System 233        (14)                  219                  
Other expenses 245        (80)                  165                  
Up gradation of CSC 33          -                  33                    
Subtotal Expenses 25,248   (9,200)             16,048             

Allocated to fixed capital expenditures (2,567)    -                  (2,567)              
Net T&D Expenses before Gas Internal 22,681   (9,200)             13,481             

Gas Internally Consumed 2,356    (43)                  2,313                                  
TOTAL COST 25,037 (9,243)            15,794        

Rs. in million
 FY 2013-14 
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9.2. Workers Profit Participation Fund (WPPF) 

9.2.1. The petitioner has projected W.P.P.F at Rs. 503 million. The Authority accepts the same 

for the said year. Any adjustment on this account is made at the time of FRR.  
 

.Decision 

9.3. In view of the justifications submitted and arguments advanced by the 

petitioner in support of its petition, comments offered by the participants, 

scrutiny by the Authority and detailed reasons recorded by the Authority in 

earlier paras, the Authority recapitulates and decides to: 

9.3.1. determine estimated addition in fixed assets at Rs. 14,928 million and 

depreciation charge at Rs. 13,060 million; 

9.3.2. determine the net average operating fixed assets (net of deferred credit) at Rs. 

67,397 million as against Rs. 87,184 million claimed by the petitioner for the said 

year. Consequently, the return required by the petitioner on its assets is 

determined at Rs. 11,876 million; 

9.3.3. determine sales revenue at current prescribed price at Rs. 252,279 million; 

9.3.4. determine cost of gas at Rs. 234,014 million. 

9.3.5. determine the UFG disallowance at Rs. 10,513 million; 

9.3.6. determine T&D expenses at Rs. 13,481 million as against Rs. 22,681 million 

claimed by the petitioner; 

9.3.7. determine GIC at Rs. 2,313 million as against Rs. 2,356  million claimed by the 

petitioner; 

9.3.8. In exercise of its powers under the Ordinance and NGT Rules, the estimated 

revenue requirement for the said year is determined at Rs. 264,734 million as 

tabulated below : 

Table 40:   Components of ERR for FY 2013-14 as Determined by the Authority. 

Rs. in Million

Description
 Demanded by 
the Petitioner

Determined by 
the Authority

Cost of Gas                238,400                 234,014 

Transmission & Distribution Cost                  22,681                   13,481 

GIC                    2,356                     2,313 

UFG Disallowance (4,760)                 (10,513)                

Depreciation 14,396                13,060                 

New Regions Operating Cost 1,080                  -                       

WPPF 503                     503                      

Return on Assets 15,257                11,876                 

Total 289,913              264,734                
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9.4. The provisionally allowed expenses are subject to adjustments on the basis of 

review under section 8(2) of the Ordinance, and later after scrutiny of auditors 

initialed accounts of the petitioner for the said year,  provided these expenses are 

substantiated with appropriate justification and analysis in the form acceptable to 

the Authority.  

9.5. The petitioner’s net operating income is estimated at Rs. 259,367 million as 

against revenue requirement of Rs. 264,734 million and thus there is shortfall of 

Rs. 5,367 million in its estimated revenue requirement for the said year.  In 

order to adjust this shortfall, the Authority hereby makes, on provisional basis, 

upward revision of Rs. 8.72 per MMBTU (2.13%) in the petitioners’ average 

prescribed price for the said year (Annexure-A).  

9.6. Provisional prescribed prices for each category of consumers for the said year, 

effective from July 1, 2013, are attached as Annexure-B. The prescribed prices 

for various categories of retail consumers determined by the Authority on 

provisional basis shall be subject to adjustment upon receipt of GoP advice 

under Section 8(3) of the  Ordinance, in respect of the sale price of gas for each 

category of retail consumers provided that the overall increase in the average 

prescribed price remains unchanged so that the petitioner is able to achieve its 

total revenue requirements in accordance with Section 8(6)(f) of the Ordinance. 

9.7. The Authority considers it important and essential to impress upon the petitioner 

that this provisional determination of estimated revenue requirement for the said 

year pre-supposes that the petitioner would, in any case, faithfully and with 

responsibility conduct its affairs in full compliance of the requirement of 

Rule17(1)(h) & Rule 17(1)(j) of the NGT Rules, as reproduced below: 

  

Rule 17(1)(h)  “tariffs should generally be determined taking into account a rate of return as 

provided in the license, prudent operation and maintenance costs, depreciation, government 

levies and, if applicable, financial charges and cost of natural gas;” 

Rule 17(1)(j)  “only such capital expenditure should be included in the rate base as is 

prudent, cost effective and economically efficient;” 
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10. Directions 

10.1. In addition to the directions issued by the Authority in its previous 

determinations, the petitioner is further directed to:- 

10.1.1. submit a review petition to the Authority latest by October 15, 2013 for review 

of its estimated revenue requirements as required under Section 8(2) of the 

Ordinance, keeping in view the actual and anticipated changes in international 

prices of crude and fuel Oil during the period May to November, 2013 and the 

trend of Rupee – Dollar exchange rate. 

10.1.2. provide at the time of final revenue requirement, certificate by its statutory 

auditors to the effect that HR cost used for comparison with HR benchmark 

includes all regular, contractual and casual staff / labour. 

10.1.3. take up the matter of ISGSL contribution with FG in order to settle its 

treatment. 

 

11. Public Critique, Views,  Concerns, Suggestions 

 

11.1.1. The Authority has recorded critique, views, concerns and suggestions of the 

interveners and participants in para 3 above, including policy issues falling within 

the purview of the FG. The Authority considers it important to draw specific 

attention of the FG to the same for due consideration while taking decisions about 

categorization of consumers, tariff structure, subsidies, GDS and sale prices for 

various categories of the consumers.  

 

 

 

Sabar Hussain 
Vice Chairman /Member (Oil) 

 Saeed Ahmad Khan 
(Chairman) 

 
Islamabad,  
June 1, 2013 
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A.   Computation of Estimated Revenue Requirement for FY 2013-14  
 

 DERR FY 2013-14 
(The Petition) 

 Adjustments 
 Determined by the 

Auhtority  

Gas sales volume -MMCF 650,198                        -                   650,198                                  
                                  BBTU 615,679                        -                   615,679                                  

947                                -                   947                                          
"A" Net Operating revenues

Net sales at current prescribed price 252,279                        -                   252,279                                  
Rental & service charges 1,381                             248                  1,629                                       

Surcharge and interest on arrears -                                 2,350               2,350                                       
Amortization of deferred credit 2,414                             -                   2,414                                       

695                                -                   695                                          

256,769                        2,598               259,367                                  
"B" Less Expenses

Cost of gas sold 238,400                        (4,386)             234,014                                  

UFG (disallownce) / allowance (4,760)                           (5,753)             (10,513)                                   

Transmission and distribution cost 22,681                          (9,200)             13,481                                    

Gas Internally Consumed 2,356                             (43)                   2,313                                       
Depreciation 14,396                          (1,336)             13,060                                    

Workers Profit Participation Fund 503                                -                   503                                          

New Regions operating cost 1,080                             (1,080)             -                                           
Total expenses "B" 274,656                        (21,798)           252,858                                  

"C" (17,887)                         24,396            6,509                                       

Return required on net assets:

92,806                          -                   92,806                                    
133,314                        (38,640)           94,674                                    
226,119                        (38,640)           187,480                                  

Average fixed net assets (I) 113,060                        93,740                                    

24,997                          -                   24,997                                    
26,755                          -                   26,755                                    
51,752                          51,752                                    

Average net deferred credit (II) 25,876                          -                   25,876                                    

"D" Average operating assets (I-II) 87,184                          19,321            67,864                                    

Return required on net assets 17.5% 17.5%
"E" Amount of return required 15,257                          (3,381)             11,876                                    
"F"

(33,144)                         (27,777)           (5,367)                                     
"G"

53.83                             (45.12)             8.72                                         
"H" 289,913                        (25,179)           264,734                                  
"I"

463.59                          (45.12)             418.48                                    

Particulars

 Average Prescribed Price 
(Rs/MMBTU) 

Excess /(shortfall) over return 
required 

Prior Years Adjustment

 Average Increase/(Decrease) in 
Prescribed Price (Rs/MMBTU) 
Revenue requirement 

Other operating income 

Deferred credit at ending
Deferred credit at begining

Net assets at ending
Net assets at begining

Total income "A"

Calorific Value

Operating profit / (loss)(A - B)
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B.   Provisional Prescribed Prices for FY 2013-04  w.e.f.  July 1, 2013  
 

Domestic Sector:
a)   Standalone meters:
b)  Mosques, churches, temples, madrassas, other Religious Places and Hostels attached thereto; 
Upto 100 M3 per month 418.48                                           
Upto 300 M3 per month 418.48                                           
Over 300 M3 per month 418.48                                           

c)  Bulk meters: 418.48                                           

Special Commercial (Roti Tandoors)
1st slab - Upto 100 M3 per month 418.48                                           
2nd slab - Upto 300 M3 per month 418.48                                           
Over 300 M3 per month 418.48                                           

Commercial 418.48                                           

General Industry 418.48                                           

CNG 418.48                                           

Captive Power 418.48                                           

Cement 418.48                                           

Power Stations 418.48                                           

Independent Power Producers 418.48                                           

Fertilizer Factories:
Pak American Fertilizer Company Limited, Daudkhel.

Feed-stock 418.48                                           
Fuel 418.48                                           

Pak Arab Fertilizer Limited, Multan.
Feed-stock 418.48                                           

Fuel 418.48                                           

Dawood Hercules Chemicals Limited, Chichoki Malian, Sheikhupura District.
Feed-stock 418.48                                           

Fuel 418.48                                           
Pak-China Fertilizer Limited/Hazara Phosphate Plant Limited, Haripur.

Feed-stock 418.48                                           
Fuel 418.48                                           

ENGRO Fertilizer Company Limited
Feed-stock 418.48                                           

Fuel 418.48                                           

Liberty Power Limited’s Gas Turbine Power Plant (Phase1) at Daharki: 418.48                                            

Category
Revised Avg. Prescribed 
Prices w.e.f. 01.07.2013.
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C: Computation of Weighted Average Cost of Gas 

BBTU Rs. in 
million

BBTU   Rs. in 
million 

BBTU  Rs. in million

Sui 86,450      18,928       36,172      7,920         122,622       26,848               
Dakhni 19,175      2,837         19,175         2,837                 
Loti 4,622      643          4,622           643                  
Sadkal 424         374          424              374                  
Qadirpur 144,712  43,798     144,712       43,798             
Qadirpur LPL 15,449    4,263       15,449         4,263               
Qadirpur PERMIATE 16,998    4,630       16,998         4,630               
Pirkoh 4,622      643          4,622           643                  
Adhi 14,291    2,115       14,291         2,115               
Ratna 8,367      3,321       8,367           3,321               
Meyal 972         126          972              126                  
Dhulian 1,153      150          1,153           150                  
Pindori 1,854      892          1,854           892                  
Pariwali 2,523      1,213       2,523           1,213               
Hasan 3,259      815          69           34            3,328           849                  
Sawan 9,408      4,201       9,091      4,071       18,499         8,271               
Sawan Under Swap Agreement 27,379    12,257     27,379         12,257             
Zamzama 54,177    23,775     36,918    16,196     91,095         39,971             
Chanda 3,634      1,012       3,634           1,012               
Badar 4,409      1,065       4,409           1,065               
Kandkot 15,239    3,337       517         113          15,756         3,450               
Manzalai 95,685    27,642     95,685         27,642             
Nashpa 34,624    9,395       34,624         9,395               
Maranzai 32,854    9,154       32,854         9,154               
Koonj 766         233          766              233                  
Mami Khel 20,193    5,552       20,193         5,552               
Makori 19,907    5,545       19,907         5,545               
HASEEB 2,957      665          2,957           665                  
Mela 5,898      1,600       5,898           1,600               
Badin 37,851    14,248     37,851         14,248             
Kadanwari 36,253    30,974     36,253         30,974             
Miano 21,130    9,461       21,130         9,461               
Bhit 99,803    47,997     99,803         47,997             
Mari 208         13            208              13                    
Ghotki Town - SNGPL 584         292          584              292                  
Rustam Town -  SNGPL 685         343          685              343                  
Sari / Hundi 319         274          319              274                  
Mazarani 2,221      391          2,221           391                  
Khipro Block - Naimat Basal / Siraj 1,898      510          1,898           510                  
Radho Salsabeel 7,493      2,165       7,493           2,165               
Chachar 1,738      370          1,738           370                  
Sinjhoro 11,114    2,802       11,114         2,802               
Bobi 5,877        3,555         5,877           3,555                 
Zamzama II 16,485      7,381         16,485         7,381                 
Latif -            -            12,316      3,106         12,316         3,106                 
Mirpukhas Block - Kausar 5,371        1,445         5,371           1,445                 
Tajjal 4,872        1,355         4,872           1,355                 
Saqib 1A 9,541        2,655         9,541           2,655                 
Tay / Dars 11,283      2,845         11,283         2,845                 
Adam X-1-Hala 859           231            859              231                    
Pakhro 394           92              394              92                      
Chundio- SNGPL 119           59              119              59                      
Pasaki Deep and Kunnar Deep 41,957      10,579       41,957         10,579               
Mehar /  Mubarik Block -          -          6,935      1,749       6,935           1,749               
Zargoon 7,629      2,270       7,629           2,270               
Kirther-EWT 3,468      874          3,468           874                  
Jhal Magsi 2,970      752          2,970           752                  
Mari Deep 8,340      531          8,340           531                  
Domial 1,165      560          1,165           560                  
Sujawal 3,413      918          3,413           918                  
Noor Bagla 3,781      1,017       3,781           1,017               
Jakhro 2,269      510          2,269           510                  
Bela 823 107.05     823              107                  
Total Purchases 683,404  197,337   422,913  173,686   1,106,317  371,023           
Add: CED 6,739         4,215         10,953               
Total 683,404  204,076   422,913  177,901   1,106,317  381,977           
Weighted Average Cost of Gas (Rs per MMBTU) 345.27

FIELD
TOTALSSGCLSNGPL

 


